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ABSTRACT

Four experiments using newly developed techniques were used to better understand how orientation selectivity relates to the cortical connectivity and receptive field organization.

1) Comparative imaging of intrinsic signals from cat and ferret cortices showed much smaller distances between iso-orientation domains in ferret. Single-unit properties and anatomical connectivity can be correctly predicted from the imaging results. Since it was strongly expected that the distance between iso-orientation domains in ferret would be larger than in cat, we suggest that cat cortex may employ a novel organization strategy.

2) Imaging of intrinsic signals in cats viewing “center” and “surround” visual stimuli in combination with single-unit recording of receptive fields showed that lateral spreads exclusively between iso-orientation domains, and into regions far beyond what would be predicted from knowledge of the “classical” receptive fields. Stimuli in the extra-classical receptive field can facilitate or suppress iso-orientation responses, depending on the level of center contrast.

3) Using the technique of in vivo whole-cell recording, we studied the responses of cells to small bars flashed at various positions in the receptive field. Cells responded at multiple, discrete latencies, generally separated in time by 70-100 msec. At distant locations outside of the “classical” receptive field, EPSPs were found only at the longer latencies. These results suggest that the “extra-classical” receptive field does not influence the fastest response of cells, and that information traveling laterally in cortex is carefully synchronized, perhaps by an intracolumnar mechanism.

4) Intrinsic signals were imaged before, during and after iontophoresis of drugs that selectively influence the inhibitory circuitry of the cortex. The antagonist bicuculline increased both the magnitude and lateral spread of the iso-orientation response, changing the orientation preference of a cortical region of 1.5 mm radius around the injection. Agonists GABA and muscimol changed the orientation preference towards orthogonal orientations. The results are most consistent with a model of cortical function where inhibition serves to non-specifically limit the spread of excitation.
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Introduction

General theories of brain function have been based on the premise that the brain can be divided into several compartments, each of which is responsible for a particular function. Originating with the phrenology of F.J. Gall, the premise received the first concrete experimental support from J. Hughlings Jackson. The foundations were laid for over a century of work in neuroanatomy and neurophysiology; work which subdivided the brain into uncountable divisions in the hopes that important functional correlations could be therein discovered.

In the visual system, numerous subdivisions exist (reviewed in Schiller, 1986). On the gross level, light enters the eye, passes through structures of the lens, is transduced into an electrical signal by cells in the retina, is carried by the optic nerve to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus (LGN), and is there carried through the optic radiation to primary and a host of other "association" areas of cortex. Although this is the familiar path, the one apparently mediating visual consciousness, other paths also exist, notably those to the superior colliculus and accessory optic system in the brainstem, which mediate other, probably subconscious tasks. In each of these areas, further subdivisions exist. On a cellular level, signals from the retina pass through three forward layers of neurons (photoreceptors, bipolar cells and ganglion cells) and are modulated by two horizontal ones (horizontal and amarcine), before leaving the eye. The LGN, though only contributing one synapse to the forward visual pathway, is itself divided into many layers (three in cat, six in primates) corresponding to ocularity of the inputs, and physiological
classification of inputs fibers. In the ferret, *Mustela putoris furo* the LGN also contains a novel division into sublayers corresponding to cells' preference for light increment or decrement (Stryker and Zahs, 1983). LGN projections are received mainly by primary visual cortex (termed "V1" in primates, and "area 17", in analogy with Brodmann's classification scheme, in cats) though in cats several "higher" visual areas also receive direct projections (LeVay and Gilbert, 1976). All projections from retina to LGN and from LGN to cortex, are excitatory in nature, though within each structure, inhibitory interneurons exist providing forward projecting cells with fast modulation. Furthermore, a large projection exists from primary cortex back to the LGN and reticular nucleus, outnumbering the forward projection by 10:1 (Robson, 1983; Walker, 1938). Once signals arrive in the visual cortex, a bewildering array of connectivity makes dissection of the circuitry quite difficult. However, cortex (Talbot, 1940), like LGN (Bishop et al, 1962) and many other visual areas, contains a retinotopic mapping of visual space, which is preserved in the radial dimension. Similarly, many other physiological properties are preserved radially, such as orientation preference, ocular dominance, color, and more controversially ON/OFF (McConnell and LeVay, 1984; Zahs and Stryker, 1988), and directional columns (Payne et al, 1980; Rao et al, 1995) (for reviews see Valverde, 1991; LeVay and Nelson, 1991). Evidence concerning the combination of these properties in "hypercolumns" (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974) the conceptual repeat unit of the cortex, is presented in chapter 1.
Properties which are preserved in the radial dimension also form orderly maps in the lateral dimension. Maps of retinotopy, orientation and ocular dominance have been particularly well-studied in primary visual cortex by a variety of techniques. It is reasonable to ask, therefore, what role is played by lateral fibers in generating, or maintaining these properties. Lateral connections within area 17 are both local and long-range. While local connections arise from many different cell types in many layers, long-range connections arise mainly from pyramidal cells in layers II and III (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983). In a pattern similar across many species, they tend to arborize in patchy clusters (tree shrew, Rockland et al, 1982; primate, Rockland and Lund, 1983; Blasdel et al, 1985; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; ferret, Rockland, 1985; cat Luhmann et al, 1986; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989), though the periodicity of these clusters may differ between species. Since the periodicity of the long-range connections is similar to the periodicity of orientation domains, it may be that long-range connections mediate some aspect of their function. The relationship of the periodicity of long-range connections to that of orientation domains is not always 1:1, and in chapter 1 we explore the possibility that it may also involve the arrangement of ocular dominance columns. Long-range connections have been shown to connect regions of similar orientation preferentially (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Sharma et al, 1995). Furthermore, these connections are assumed to be excitatory only (demonstrated by Kisvárday et al, 1993 in area 18). Inhibitory connections, on the other hand, are mainly local, and do not show correlation with the orientation system (Kisvárday et al, 1994). In chapters 1 and 2, we discuss the role of long-range connectivity in generating and maintaining the orientation maps, and in chapter
4, we examine the role of the inhibitory network in maintaining orientation selective
responses. Despite demonstrations that modulating inhibition pharmacologically changes
the orientation tuning of cortical cells (Sillito, 1975, 1977, 1979; Crook et al, 1991),
Nelson et al (1994) demonstrated that orientation selectivity is maintained if all inhibition
to a single cell is blocked. In chapter 4, we propose a reconciliation of these two
observations, and a non-specific role for inhibition in limiting the range over which
excitatory signals propagate.

Long-range connections also serve to connect disparate points of the retinotopic mapping,
and in chapters 2 and 3 we explore the possibility of their mediating modulatory effects of
stimuli outside the classical receptive field. Since, by definition, stimuli outside the
classical receptive field do not evoke spiking, they have in the past been studied through
observation of their modulatory effects on a center stimulus (Nelson and Frost, 1978,
1985; Allman et al, 1985; Knierim and VanEssen, 1992). In chapter 2, we demonstrate
that the same surround stimulus can have both excitatory and inhibitory effects depending
on stimulus contrast. In chapter 3, we examine the influence of surround stimuli directly
using intracellular recording techniques.

In summary, using techniques of in vivo whole-cell recording and intrinsic signal optical
imaging, we explore the relationship of lateral connectivity within area 17 of cat to maps
of retinotopy and orientation. Although this connectivity does not seem to be responsible
for the generation of orientation selective responses, excitatory connections are implicated
in generating the extra-classical surround, and inhibitory connections in controlling the spread of cortically generated excitation.
General Methods

_Intrinsic signal imaging_

The technique of intrinsic signal imaging (Grinvald, 1986; Frostig et al, 1990) is based on the differential absorption at certain wavelengths of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. Although other sources of intrinsic signal can also be measured, such as changes in blood volume (Frostig et al, 1990) and cell composition (reviewed in Cohen, 1973), the oxygen saturation signal is the most useful for cortical recordings because it can be measured with 600 nm (orange-red) light, which affords better penetrating ability and less absorption by the large, superficial vasculature. Another popular approach to imaging, that of voltage-sensitive dyes (reviewed in Grinvald, 1985), affords a major advantage in temporal resolution, but has the disadvantage of toxicity, complicating its use for repeated measurements of the same cortical area. Optical recording affords a major advantage over 2-deoxyglucose imaging (Sokoloff, 1977), also used for studies of cortical organization, in that it allows several experiments and several stimuli to be mapped without the need to sacrifice the animal. Intrinsic signal imaging is so non-invasive, that it has even been used to localize language areas in human cortex during surgery for removal of an epileptic focus (Haglund et al, 1992). The ability to map several stimuli has been particularly useful for studies of the orientation system, since many different orientations can be tested, and the signals combined mathematically using vector summation (Blasdel and Salama, 1986) or other approaches (see appendix) to give a composite picture of the cortical response. Details of the technique are further given in chapters 1, 2 and 4.
**In vivo whole cell recording**

The whole-cell patch method (Hamill et al, 1981) takes advantage from a poorly understood property of borosilicate glasses which allows the formation, under the right conditions, of electrically-tight seals with the clean surface of a cell membrane. Although the original technique involved approaching visualized cells, and "cleaning" the cell membranes prior to patching, it was later applied in tissue-slices in what has been termed the "blind-patch" technique (Blanton et al, 1989), which relies on monitoring the change in electrode resistance to locate cell membranes. Although mechanical stability of the cell being patched is a large problem, the technique has in recent years been used in several systems to study the intracellular responses of cells in intact animals (cat visual cortex, Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992; Jagadeesh et al, 1992; Pei et al, 1994; cat motor cortex, Baranyi et al, 1993; rat auditory cortex, Metherate and Ashe, 1994; frog tectum, Nakagawa et al, 1994). The technique offers an advantage over more traditional sharp-electrode intracellular recordings in that the higher seal resistance provides greater signal-to-noise in recordings, the seal once formed is mechanically more stable, allowing longer recordings, less damage is done to the cell, and fast intracellular diffusion is possible through the pipette tip (Nelson et al, 1994). Details of our technique are given in the methods to chapter 3.
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**Figure Legend**

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of equipment for intrinsic signal optical recording. A voltage-stabilized light source is filtered and directed onto the exposed cortex using a fiber-optic light guide. The animal is anesthetized, paralyzed (when necessary to prevent eye-movements), and fixed in a stereotaxic frame for stability and measuring of precise coordinates. Heart rate, electroencephalogram and expired carbon dioxide are continuously monitored to ensure the animal’s condition. Output of the camera, in NTSC format, is sent to the subtraction box, where it is compared with a stored reference image and then passed through an A/D converter. The process is designed to ensure that adequate signal resolution can be attained in real time (see also appendix). The data collection computer controls the timing of the experiment, and stores the relevant data on a SCSI hard drive for later back-up with a data quality DAT tape unit. The display computer, receiving stimulus and timing information, generates all relevant stimuli prior to the experiment, and readies them for instantaneous display as commanded. The stimulus monitor is positioned at the appropriate retinotopic location of the visual field (or fields, for binocular experiments), using a back-projection of the retinal vasculature, area centralis and optic disk as a guide.
Figure 1.
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Chapter 1

Spacing of Orientation Domains in Cat and Ferret Primary Visual Cortex Suggest Different Strategies of Cortical Organization
Optical imaging of activity dependent intrinsic signals in cat area 17 and ferret area 17 revealed a continuous organization of orientation preference into “pinwheel” like structures qualitatively similar to those previously described in cat area 18 and monkey V1. We observed three notable differences in intrinsic signal images of orientation preference between these two species. First, singularity points (pinwheel centers) in ferret visual cortex are much closer together; we find a value of 5.5 pinwheels/mm² in ferret area 17 compared to a value of 2.5 pinwheels/mm² in cat area 17. The density of iso-orientation domains is also nearly twice as great in ferret area 17 (2.7/mm²) as in cat area 17 (1.5/mm²). Second, orientation preference does not only change more rapidly, but also less smoothly across visual cortex in ferret than in cat; after controlling for density, “fracture zones” are still more apparent in the ferret cortex. Third, a comparison of the amount of cortex activated by a single orientation shows that (1) individual orientation patches in ferret are only slightly smaller and more closely spaced than in cat, and (2) iso- and cross orientation domains overlap substantially in ferret, but not in cat. These results imply that the arrangement of cells into orientation-specific columns is less orderly in ferret cortex, and that individual cells are more broadly tuned for orientation. Also, these results suggest possible differences in the organizational strategy between ferret, cat and monkey primary visual areas.
INTRODUCTION

Thousands of papers have been written describing the anatomy and physiology of primary visual cortex of the cat (*Felis domesticus*). Although for many studies it is the animal of choice, developmental studies are complicated by the fact that many important developmental events occur in utero. The ferret (*Mustela putorius furo*), however, is born at a time of relative visual system immaturity, thus making it an ideal animal for studies of development (Linden et al, 1981; Guillery et al, 1985; McConnell, 1985; reviewed in Jackson and Hickey, 1985). Though many of the same patterns of organization occur in both cat and ferret, notable differences occur. For example, although ferret LGN shares the same triple-laminated organization as cat LGN, the ferret LGN is further subdivided physiologically into sublayers responsive to light increment and light decrement (ON and OFF) (Stryker and Zahs, 1983). The few physiological studies of ferret primary visual cortex to date (Roe et al, 1992; Chapman & Stryker 1993; Redies et al, 1990) suggest that the orientation tuning of single-units is somewhat broader than in cat. Although the two species are closely related in terms of visual system structure, ferret’s eyes are optically inferior to most cats, due to their small size, between 6 and 9 mm in diameter, compared with 22 mm in the cat, and larger visual angle subtended by ganglion cell receptive fields (Vitek et al, 1985; Zahs and Stryker, 1985). Since its lowered acuity results in lesser patterned information to the rest of the visual system, and since activity-dependent mechanisms are known to play a crucial
role in development, we wondered whether adaptive changes in cortical structure, specifically the
density of orientation domains, might be visible.

We chose to examine these issues in primary visual cortex using the technique of intrinsic signal
imaging (Grinvald et al, 1986; Frostig et al, 1990; Ts'o et al, 1990; Bonhoeffer and Grinvald,
1991). Optical imaging excels at visualizing patterns of retinotopy (Toth et al, 1994), orientation
(Blasdel 1992b, Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1993) and ocular dominance (Ts'o et al., 1990, Blasdel
1992a) across the cortical surface. Intrinsic signals arise from changes in the oxygenation state of
hemoglobin in response to activity-linked metabolic demands (Frostig et al., 1990). The tight
spatial correlation between site of hemoglobin deoxygenation and site of neuronal activity has
benefited the development of not only this technique, but also the techniques of 2-deoxyglucose
radiolabeling, positron-emission tomography, and functional magnetic resonance imaging. Our
intrinsic-signal data demonstrates that primary visual cortex in ferret has a unique organization, on
one hand preserving the same features of orientation and retinotopy maps found in cat and
monkey, but on the other hand differing in details of the mapping perhaps as an adaptive response
to the quality of visual input.
METHODS

Surgery and recording chamber placement

Female cats aged 10 weeks to adult and adult female ferrets were initially anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (cat 15 mg/kg; ferret 25 mg/kg, i.m.) and xylazine (1.5 mg/kg, i.m.). Subsequently anesthesia was maintained by continuous infusion of sodium pentobarbital (1.5-2 mg/kg/hr, i.v.) in a 50/50 mixture of 5% dextrose and lactated Ringer's solution for fluid maintenance. A tracheotomy was performed to facilitate artificial ventilation. The animal's heart rate and EEG were continuously monitored to ensure adequate levels of anesthesia. Expired CO₂ was maintained at 4% by adjusting the stroke volume and the rate of the respirator. The animal was placed on a heating blanket and the rectal temperature was maintained at 38°C. In cats, a bilateral craniotomy and durotomy was performed posterior to Horsley-Clark AP0 extending roughly 7 mm posterior and 4 mm lateral. In ferrets the craniotomy extended to 7 mm laterally and to 4 mm anterior of the posterior cortical pole, initially located using the tentorial ridge as a guide. After completion of surgery, paralysis was initiated with gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/hr) to prevent eye movements. A stainless steel chamber (20 mm diameter) was cemented to the skull with dental acrylic and the inner margin was sealed with wax. In order to minimize cortical pulsations due to respiration and heart beat, the chamber was filled with silicone oil and sealed with a transparent quartz window over the chamber.
Optical recording

The cortical surface was illuminated with a bifurcated fiber-optic light guide attached to an 100W tungsten-halogen lamp source powered by a regulated power supply (Kepco ATE25-20M). The light was passed through an IR filter and filters of appropriate center wavelength, and was adjusted for even illumination of the cortical surface at an intensity within the linear range of the camera's sensitivity. We used a slow-scan video camera (Bischke CCD-5024N, RS-170, 30 Hz, 60dB s/n) fitted with a macroscope (Ratzlaff and Grinvald, 1991) consisting of two back-to-back camera lenses (50 mm f1.2 and 55 mm f1.2) that allows both a high numerical-aperture and a shallow depth of field. The camera was focused on the cortical surface by emphasizing the vasculature using light of 540 nm (maximum absorption of hemoglobin). After the pattern of cortical vasculature was imaged, the camera was focused 300 µm below this plane to minimize blood-vessel artifacts. Light of 600 nm (10 nm bandpass) was used to image activity dependent intrinsic oximetric signals. Data collection was under the control of the Imager 2001 system (Optical Imaging Inc.) which performed analog subtraction of a stored reference image (collected during presentation of a neutral gray screen) from the stimulus image (collected during presentation of an oriented grating), such that the image could be digitized in real time (Matrox image processor, 8 bit, 15 MHz) without sacrificing the signal-to-noise ratio of the camera.
Visual stimulation

Except where indicated, all visual stimuli were presented binocularly. Appropriate contact lenses were fitted in order to focus the eyes on the monitor, typically 30 cm away. Eye position was checked by projecting the location of the optic disk onto the monitor with a reversible ophthalmoscope. Refraction in ferret was judged by slit retinoscopy and direct ophthalmoscopy. The presence of a strongly reflective retinal epithelium in cat allowed judgment of refraction by reverse ophthalmoscopy (focusing the pattern of retinal vasculature onto the display screen directly.) Correction in the ferret was often minimal, since the ferret’s smaller pupil diameter provides a naturally larger depth of field. Stimuli were generated by an IBM-compatible computer running STIM (K. Christian, Rockefeller, Univ.), using a Sgt. Pepper + graphics board with 4 MB memory (Number Nine Corp.) at a resolution of 640x480 pixels. They were shown at a 60 Hz frame rate on a Sony Trinitron 14” monitor positioned approximately 30 cm away from the animal. Individual frames were computed prior to the beginning of the experiment and shown under the timing control of the data-collection computer.

Full-field square-wave gratings of 0.375 cyc/deg were shown as sets of 8 or 16 stimuli (45° or 22.5° apart, respectively). The timing of the stimulus was chosen to give the maximum optical signal, as determined by previous reports of optical imaging in cat area 18 (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1993) and by our initial experiments. The oriented grating was shown in a stationary position for 5 sec, and then drifted at a rate of 1.5 Hz. for the duration of data collection. Grating orientations were randomly interleaved.
Single-unit recording

In some experiments optical recording was stopped before the signal had deteriorated, the chamber was opened, and single units were recorded with tungsten microelectrodes of impedance 2-4 MΩ. The signal was amplified (BAK, RP-1) filtered at 1 - 10 kHz, digitally windowed (Harvard Apparatus, PSD-1) and collected on an IBM 486 computer using a 200 MHz A/D board (AT-16-F-5, National Instruments) and software written in-house. High-contrast, oriented bar stimuli of optimal dimensions were shown under computer control at orientations corresponding to those used for optical recording, and a tuning curve for 10 responses to each orientation was plotted on-line. All orientations were randomly interleaved.

Data analysis

The timing of the data collection was chosen based on pilot experiments to bracket the time of maximum signal strength. 30 Hz camera frames were summed into between 5 and 8 larger time blocks, and collected between 400 ms and 5500 ms after the start of stimulus motion. Frames between approximately 1300 ms and 4600 ms after the start of stimulus motion were selected for further analysis. Single-condition maps were created by dividing the summed differential response to all presentations of a particular orientation with image obtained for the blank stimulus. Angle maps were created, where the value of each pixel codes the vector angle obtained from the formula:  \[ = \sum p_i (2\alpha_i) \] where \( p_i \) is the signal strength in the \( i \)th map, and \( \alpha_i \) the stimulus
orientation corresponding to the ith map. These orientation preference ("angle") maps were displayed in color by choosing the number of colors to be equal to the number of different stimulus orientations and binning the pixels to the closest stimulus angle.
Results

Images of iso-orientation domains

Single condition maps were obtained by summing responses to stimulus of an oriented grating divided by responses to blank stimulus. Single condition maps for area 17 of cat (fig. 1a and b) and ferret (fig. 2a and b) show a patchy distribution of activity, termed "orientation domains", in a spatially complimentary manner for orthogonal stimulus orientations. Intermediate stimulus orientations generated qualitatively similar maps with a smooth change in the spatial location of the orientation domains. Significant contrast improvement for visualizing differential activity can be achieved by dividing single condition maps obtained for orthogonal orientations (fig. 1c for cat, 22.5°/112.5°; fig. 2c for ferret, 0°/90°), though at the expense of losing information about the size of orientation domains. We use the term "orientation domain" to mean a region of the cortical surface activated by a particular orientation, as seen in a single-condition map. The use of the term "orientation column" is reserved for the area over which a given small range of orientations are preferred, such as seen in an angle map, or in the limit, corresponding perhaps to anatomically distinct columns. Since a cortical region can be activated by orientations that are not its preferred orientation, orientation domains are generally larger than orientation columns.
Spacing of iso-orientation domains

Our single-unit recordings in ferret suggest that the average degree of orientation tuning is low, compared to cat. We therefore examined the strength of tuning in the optical data. If a region of cortex is broadly tuned for orientation, we would expect to see overlapping orientation domains in the single condition maps at that point, indicating activation of that point by several of the stimuli. Orientation domains may come to overlap more if they are a) closer together, or b) larger. To show that orientation domains are closer together, and to compare our results with published anatomical data, we measured the distribution of center-to-center spacing between nearest-neighbor iso-orientation domains, judged qualitatively. Histograms of data obtained from single condition maps of cat and ferret (fig. 3) show the distribution of this spacing. The iso-orientation domains are more closely spaced in ferret area 17, with a mean of 0.68±0.15 mm as compared to a value of 1.01±0.22 mm for cat.

Spread of signal from an iso-orientation domain

The second possibility to explain broader orientation tuning seen in single units is that orientation domains in ferret are larger; that is, a larger area of the cortex responds to a given stimulus orientation. We constructed line profiles from the single-condition maps, starting in each case at a location of maximal activity, and ending at a point of minimal activity (which we took to be the same point in which the cross-orientation map shows maximal activity). Furthermore, we only selected lines that traversed roughly linear regions of orientation change in the angle map, and
avoided orientation singularities. Figure 4 shows an average of 10 such line profiles obtained for both cat and ferret. The slope of the signal strength vs. cortical distance graph over the initial 400 μm is 2.3 ± 0.09 for ferret (n=10) which is significantly steeper (p>.05, Student's t test) than a value of 1.62 ± 0.13 for cat (n=10). Thus the size of the orientation domain activated for a particular stimulus orientation is smaller in ferret than in cat area 17. Moreover, in cat, beyond about 500 μm, there is a zone of low signal strength marking the beginning of the cross-orientation domain. Such a distinct region is absent in the ferret, with the activity of cross-orientation domain beginning even before the activity of the iso-orientation domain has decayed to its lowest value.

Maps of spatial frequency

Although the locations of orientation domains are considered to be markedly stable, we wished to rule out the hypothesis that any stimulus-specific features dynamically affect the locations of orientation domains. Furthermore, it has recently been claimed that differential effects of varying stimulus spatial frequency can be observed in optical images (Hubener et al, 1995). We obtained single condition maps obtained for different spatial frequencies in cat area 17 (fig. 5a 0.38 cyc/deg; fig. 5b 0.78 cyc/deg). As can be seen, the locations and spacing of the iso-orientation domains are independent of the spatial frequency of the stimulus. However, when using higher spatial frequency stimuli, the activity was lower in peripheral (anterior in cortex, inferior in visual space) iso-orientation domains. Our imaging data agrees with the known, eccentricity-dependent
decrease in response properties of cortical cells to changes in spatial frequency of the stimulus (Movshon et al, 1978; Tootell et al, 1988).

*Periodicity of orientation domains*

Angle maps derived from eight single condition maps by vector average method are shown in fig 6a for cat and fig. 6c for ferret area 17. The most obvious feature of an “angle” map is the radial arrangement of orientation preference in a "pinwheel-like" manner as previously described in cat area 18 (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1993) and the periodicity of these structures. We measured periodicity by counting both the number of “pinwheel” centers and the number of orientation domains within the valid (flat and artifact free) region of the map, and dividing by the area of that region. We found a pinwheel density in cat of 2.5 /mm² and in ferret of 5.5/mm². The density of iso-orientation domains in ferret area 17 is 2.73 ± 0.35 /mm² compared 1.49 ± 0.19 /mm² in cat. As expected for a continuous mapping of orientation, the pinwheel density is approximately twice the orientation column density. Furthermore, the density of pinwheels found in ferret area 17 is twice that found in cat area 17.

*Discontinuities of the orientation map*

In order to establish whether orientation maps in ferrets show as much organization and regularity as those of cats, we looked for discontinuities by calculating the two-dimensional spatial derivative of the orientation preference maps. On a discrete image, the spatial derivative is
estimated by: \( \frac{\delta \theta}{\delta x} = (\theta_{i+1,j} - \theta_{i,j}) \) and \( \frac{\delta \theta}{\delta y} = (\theta_{i,j+1} - \theta_{i,j}) \), where \( \theta_{i,j} \), representing the vector angle at map coordinate \((i,j)\), is a circular variable ranging between 0° and 180° (Blasdel, 1992b). Such maps are shown for cat (fig. 6 b) and ferret (fig. 6 d). In these maps, note that although pinwheel centers are clearly seen, there also exist discrete “fracture zones” extending from the centers, representing regions of especially high rate of change in the angle of the orientation vector. For purposes of comparison we counted the percentage of points within the signal region of the derivative map which represented vector shifts of more than 22.5 degrees in the angle map. For the cat map shown in figure 6 b, only 0.78% of the pixels (582/74798) fell into this range. In contrast, for the ferret map shown in figure 6 d, 4.65% (2102/45251) of the image was in this range. Since the rate of change of the orientation vector angle across the surface of the cortex is larger in ferret, a relative undersampling of the ferret cortex could account for this difference. We therefore recomputed the derivative map for the cat using input data where each pixel represented 2x2 pixels in the original, thus making the rate of change of the orientation vector angle per image pixel greater than that in the ferret map. Still, by this method, only 1.51% of the image (285/18911) represented angle shifts more than 22.5 degrees. Hence we conclude that the organization of the orientation map in the ferret area 17 is noticeably less smooth than that in cat area 17.
DISCUSSION

*Correspondence with 2-deoxyglucose studies*

All our single condition maps show a patchy pattern of organization of iso-orientation zones as distinct from a pattern of iso-orientation “bands” or “beads” in area 17 labeled by 2-deoxyglucose autoradiography (Schoppmann and Stryker, 1981; Löwel et al, 1987). Such banded pattern could be a result of non-specific labeling of cortical tissue in regions containing high cytochrome oxidase activity (Horton and Hubel 1980), or could be an adaptation artifact resulting from the need to present single orientations for prolonged time periods. Despite the difference in the pattern of iso-orientation activity, our finding of the average spacing of 1.01 mm for iso-orientation domains by optical recording in cat area 17 corresponds well with a spacing of 1.08 mm suggested Albus and Sieber (1984) using 2-DG methods. Ferret area 17 shows a higher periodicity of 1.4 cycles/mm (Redies et al. 1990) for iso-orientation domains, consistent with closer spacing of iso-orientation domains (0.68 mm) found in the present study.

A major advantage of the optical imaging technique is the ability to compare data from tests of multiple orientations. By identifying not just the orientation but also the orientation gradient of a given point we are able to see columns that may blur together in the single-condition map similar to overlap of metabolic activity seen in the 2-deoxyglucose map of orientation domains in ferret
visual cortex (Redies et al. 1990). In fact, one can see from the data we present that, far from there being a uniform size for an orientation module, there is a huge diversity in sizes.

**Properties of cells in ferret V1**

Based on our optical recording data, we can make some predictions about the average response properties of neurons in ferret area 17. Since the radius of cortical activation for a particular orientation is similar to that in cat, but the spacing is tighter, it follows that a given point in ferret cortex responds to a wider range of orientations. Cells in the ferret area 17 should therefore show less selectivity (more broad tuning) for orientation, and increased stimulus-driven activity even at cross-orientations. Our own experience with ferret single-unit recording is in agreement with these predictions. There are two published reports that describe the tuning of single-unit orientation tuning for cells in ferret area 17 (Roe et al, 1992; Chapman and Stryker, 1993). Chapman finds that a significantly broader average tuning exists in ferret cortex than cat cortex. Although Roe et al did not compare their results to cat, they find a mean orientation tuning index in ferret of 0.39 (where 1.0 = perfectly oriented, 0.0 = unoriented), and a mean tuning width of 72.5°, which is much broader than values commonly observed in cat (for example, Nelson, 1991, figure 3 measures an orientation index near 0.2 where 0.0 = perfectly oriented, 1.0 = unoriented).

Furthermore, both studies support the finding that most ferret cells, unlike cat cells, do respond at orientations 90° from optimal. In cat cortex, the variance in preferred orientation radially within a single column is on the order of 5-10° (Albus, 1975). If we take a value of 40° for the
average tuning width of cells in cat visual cortex, the population tuning curve should have a width on the order of 50°. We might then predict that the percentage of cortex activated by a single orientation in cat should be roughly 50/90, or 56%. This value is in reasonable agreement with our data, suggesting that optically-derived measurements of activity over baseline are in reasonable accord with actual neuronal activity.

*What controls orientation domain size?*

One might expect that the repeat distance of the orientation system has something to do with anatomical constraints, such as the extent of cortical cell arborizations, the pattern of horizontal connections, or the point spread of geniculocortical axons. There are currently no studies of thalamocortical or intracortical axon arborizations in ferret primary visual cortex that can shed light on this issue. In cat and monkey, the most likely candidate for an anatomical correlation with orientation domain density is the patchy intrinsic connectivity of the horizontal connections from layers 2-3. These connections have been observed to be orientation specific (in cat, Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Kisvárday et al, 1993; in ferret, Sharma et al, 1995; in monkey, Mulach et al, 1993). Furthermore, although exact measurements of patch densities are complicated by issues about completeness of axon terminal labeling, experiments using the same technique of extracellular biocytin injection in monkey (Amir et al, 1993; Lund et al, 1993), cat (Kisvárday and Eysel, 1992), and ferret (Sheth et al, 1993), suggest that the distance between patches follows the
same comparative sequence as the distance between orientation domains; that is, monkey (0.64) < ferret (0.68) < cat (1.01).

The above experiments address the question of whether all biocytin labeled patches connect iso-orientation domains; however an equally interesting question is whether all iso-orientation domains within a certain distance of each other are interconnected. Malach et al (1993) observe that biocytin label in monkey V1 is specific not only for orientation, but also for ocular dominance. Thus, at least two (ipsilateral, contralateral), and possibly three (including binocular) intermixed but separate systems of connections exist in monkey V1, as a point injection of biocytin apparently labels only every second to third iso-orientation column (Malach et al, 1993). Though this experiment has not been attempted in cat or in ferret, it seems necessary in cat that all iso-orientation domains are interconnected due to the close correspondence of values for center-to-center distance between anatomically defined patches (1.050 mm (WGA-HRP), Luhmann et al, 1989, 1.1 mm (biocytin), Kisvárady and Eysel, 1992) and between orientation domains (1.01 mm, this paper).

**Physiological correlates of orientation domain density**

Prior to our results, it was reasonable to assume that the much higher density of orientation centers in macaque V1 was due to the vast difference in the number of cells in the visual systems of cat and monkey. The average density of orientation centers (singularities or pinwheel centers)
is 8.1/mm² in macaque V1 (Obermeyer and Blasdel 1991) and 2.5/mm² in cat area 17 (reported in this paper). If the differences in the density of pinwheels between monkey and cat area 17 is related to the number of cells present, then one would expect an even lower value of pinwheel density in the ferret. Monkey retina contains 1,500,000 ganglion cells, reaching a peak density of 33,000 /mm² in the fovea centralis (Perry and Cowey, 1985). Cat retinas contain 217,000 ganglion cells, with a peak density of 9-10,000 cells/mm² (Hughes, 1975). It is interesting to note that the ratio of maximum ganglion cell density in cat vs. monkey retina is exactly equal to the ratio of the pinwheel densities in area 17 (30%). Ferret retinas, by a liberal estimate, contain 88,000 ganglion cells, with a peak density of 5,200 cells/mm² (Vitek et al, 1985). Using the central field estimates, available axons in the ferret optic nerve to carry foveal information is therefore 55% that in cat, and only 16% that in monkey. If the ratio of pinwheel density to information capacity were constant, we would expect a pinwheel density of 1.3 /mm² in ferret. In fact, this hypothesis is wrong; our measured pinwheel density of 5.5 /mm² in ferret 17 actually lies between that of cat and monkey.

A similarly flawed hypothesis is that the need to represent the visual field within a smaller surface area of visual cortex could account for the variation in the observed density of pinwheels. Although morphometric measurements are made difficult by the convoluted patterns of gyri and sulci, estimates of the total area of V1 in a single hemisphere have been attempted in ferret, cat and monkey. The best estimates for the areas of primary visual cortex for ferret is 80 mm² (Law
et al. 1988), for cat is 380 mm² (Tusa et al., 1978), and for macaque is 1200 mm² (Van Essen 1984). With these numbers in hand, and assuming no variation in pinwheel density with eccentricity, we can calculate the total number of pinwheels that must exist in a typical V1 of each species. Thus ferret area 17 may contain up to 550 pinwheels while cat and monkey cortices contain 950 and 9720, respectively. Thus, we conclude that not only does the pinwheel density per unit area of cortex vary among different species, but pinwheel density per unit visual field area also varies.

In the monkey, it has been suggested that there is a relationship between the spatial organization of the orientation and ocular dominance systems; namely, that the regions of high orientation gradient ("fracture zones") tend to lie on ocular dominance column centers, or to intersect ocular dominance column boundaries at right angles (Blasdel and Salama 1986, Obermayer and Blasdel 1993; but see Bartfeld and Grinvald, 1992). This suggests the possibility of a modular arrangement of cortex in which the basic unit is one set of orientation domains, all receiving their primary input from one eye. Such a unit would be repeated in ipsilateral and contralateral eye columns. Although spatial segregation of inputs by ocularity does exist in cat cortex, the methods of 2-deoxyglucose labeling (Löwel and Singer 1993) and intrinsic signal imaging (Rao et al., 1994) both fail to show ocular dominance structure in visual cortex of the anesthetized adult cat. Strabismic cats, however, which do show ocular dominance columns, have iso-orientation connectivity restricted to same eye columns only (Schmidt et al, 1995), and have an increased
orientation pinwheel density approximately double that of normal cats (2.8 per mm, Schmidt et al, 1994). Evidence would thus seem to suggest that normal cat cortex has a different interrelation of ocular dominance and orientation domains from monkey.

We suggest that ferret and monkey may be similar, in that connections between iso-orientation domains also respect ocular dominance. If we assume that the possible range of the patchy long-range connectivity within area 17 is limited (perhaps by a space constraint), then orientation domains must repeat at roughly twice the frequency in ferret and monkey relative to cat in order that iso-orientation iso-ocularity patches can be connected by the same lengths of fibers (Fig. 7). Following this hypothesis, differences in other types of connectivity between species may also affect the maximum range of connectivity, accounting for differences in the periodicity of the anatomically observed patches.

In summary, we have used intrinsic signal imaging of orientation-specific activity to compare the pattern of orientation preference in primary visual cortex of cats and ferrets. Though the size of cortical patches activated by a particular orientation is similar between ferret and cat, the patches are closer together in ferret, thus predicting broader tuning properties of single units, and greater response to orthogonal orientations, both of which have been observed. The orientation gradient across ferret visual cortex is even steeper than would be predicted based on orientation domain spacing alone. This may be an adaptation to the smaller quantity of visual input available during
development available to shape the map. Finally, the correlation of intrinsic signal orientation maps with anatomical labeling support the view that the cat has a fundamentally different form of cortical organization from ferret or monkey, in that all iso-orientation domains are interconnected, without regard to ocular dominance preference.
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**Figure Legends**

**Fig 1.** Orientation specific intrinsic signals from cat area 17. (A) single condition map showing segregation of iso-orientation patches of intrinsic cortical activity (dark areas represent higher cortical activity) when the cat is viewing a moving grating oriented at 22.5 degrees (cortical activities for gratings moving in opposite directions were averaged). (B) single condition map as in (a), but when the cat is viewing moving gratings of orthogonal orientation, 112.5 degrees. Note orthogonal gratings activate complimentary spatial locations of the cortex. (C) contrast enhancement achieved for a differential image obtained by dividing the single condition map obtained for a stimulus orientation (a) by single condition map obtained for an orthogonal stimulus orientation (b). (D) pattern of cortical vasculature of the functionally imaged region obtained by illuminating with light of wavelength 540 nm. Scale bar 1 mm. A : Anterior, L : Lateral.

**Fig. 2.** Orientation specific intrinsic signals from ferret area 17. (A) single condition map when the ferret is viewing a moving grating of 0 degree orientation. (B) similar to map in (a), but obtained when the animal is viewing a moving grating of orientation orthogonal (90 degrees) to (a). (C) differential image showing improved contrast obtained by dividing map (a) by map (b). (D) pattern of cortical vasculature corresponding to the imaged region. Scale bar 1 mm. A : Anterior, M : Medial.
Fig. 3. Distribution of the spacing of iso-orientation domains in cat and ferret area 17. We measured the distance between nearest iso-orientation domains in each of the eight single condition maps for cat (n=108) and ferret (n=110). These distances were binned to the nearest 100 μm. The mean inter-domain spacing for ferret (open bars) is 0.68 ± 0.15 mm and for cat (filled bars) is 1.01 ± 0.22 mm.

Fig. 4. Spatial spread of orientation specific activity in cat and ferret area 17. Values are obtained from single condition maps for lines connecting the center of an orientation domain to the center of its orthogonal domain. Each line ends at the location of highest cross-orientation activity (see text); thus the lack of a flat region at the tail of the ferret activation curve is due to the relative closeness of the next iso-orientation domain, and indicates that some stimulus-specific response occurs for any cortical point. ∆R is change in the signal from blank image (spontaneous activity when the animal was viewing a neutral gray screen). R is the signal from blank image. Since there is a variation in the spontaneous activity both due to species difference and in spatial location, the values were normalized to the range of signal for each line to facilitate inter-species comparison. Means of 10 lines were used for this plot. Bars denote standard error.

Fig. 5. Spatial frequency dependent activation of orientation domains for cat area 17. The stimulus orientation for both the maps was 0 degrees. (a) moving grating of spatial frequency
0.38 cycles/deg. was used to obtain this single condition map. (b) single condition map similar to (a), but the spatial frequency of the moving grating was 0.78 cycles/deg. Foveal representation is towards the right of the map. Arrows mark approximately 5 degrees separation in eccentricity. Note similarity in the spatial location of patchy activity. A marked decrease in activity for grating of higher spatial frequency in (b) at the parafoveal region to the left of the map. Scale bar 1 mm.

P: Posterior, M: Medial.

Figure 6. Organization of orientation preference in cat and ferret area 17. (a) composite orientation preference map of cat area 17 obtained by vector averaging of signal on a pixel-by-pixel basis of eight single condition maps. The eight single condition maps were obtained when the animal was viewing moving gratings of orientations spaced 22.5 degrees apart. (b) gradient map of (a) showing rate of change of orientation preference across cortical surface. This map was obtained by applying a two-dimensional gradient operator on the orientation preference map in (a). Dark areas correspond to regions where the orientation preference of adjacent pixels differ by 22.5 degrees or more. (c) orientation preference map of ferret area 17. This map is got in a similar manner as (a). (d) map of orientation gradient obtained from (c). For maps (a) and (b) lateral is up and anterior is left. For maps (c) and (d) anterior is up and medial is left.

Figure 7. Schematic to partly explain the difference in orientation domain density in cat and ferret. Circles represent iso-orientation domains; thick lines, representative cortical connections.
Assuming that the average lateral distance over which cortical fibers can arborize is relatively fixed (all lines of the same length), the necessity to repeat orientation structures in adjacent ocular dominance columns forces an increased density of orientation domains. Also, the necessity to repeat connections across ocular dominance domains necessitates double the amount of fibers running laterally through the cortex in the case of monkey and ferret. Crowding of fibers may thus be a further constraint on the maximum distance of arborization, necessitating even denser packing of iso-orientation domains in a crowded cortex.
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Chapter 2

ABSTRACT

In mammalian visual cortex, the importance of lateral connectivity in establishing orientation selective responses is widely acknowledged, though little understood. We have used the technique of intrinsic signal imaging in anesthetized cats to directly view the physiological spread of activation away from localized sources in order to understand the properties of the lateral connections. First, we demonstrate that lateral activation of cortex always occurs in an orientation specific manner. Activity contained in single orientation columns spreads to iso-orientation columns specifically. Second, by mapping the response properties of single units within the imaged region, we demonstrate that a large percentage of the optical signal must represent subthreshold responses. Single-unit receptive field mapping allows us to divide the imaged cortex into “center” and “surround” regions. We find that iso-orientation surround stimuli suppress high-contrast center responses, however they facilitate low-contrast center responses. Our stimuli are comparable to those used to create “artificial scotomas,” which in human subjects are associated with perceptual filling-in of surface features. We therefore suggest that subthreshold responses mediated by the lateral connectivity may form the neural substrate for perceptual filling-in phenomena.
INTRODUCTION

Intrinsic signal imaging (Grinvald et al, 1986) is a powerful technique for investigating functional subdivisions of the cortical surface in vivo. In the primary visual cortex of mammals, organizations that can be seen by optical imaging techniques include orientation preference (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991; Blasdel, 1992), ocular dominance (Blasdel, 1992) and retinotopy (Toth et al, 1994). While the global structure of cortex has been increasingly well defined through optical imaging, traditional views of single cell receptive field structures have been upended. DeAngelis et al. (1993) showed a surprising temporal dependence to the excitation/inhibition structure of receptive fields. An experiment by Pettet and Gilbert (1992) suggested the idea that the spatial extent of a receptive field is a function of the stimulus used to measure it, and of the cell's history of stimulation. And finally, hypotheses on the possible modulatory effects of stimuli presented outside the "classical" receptive field, have begun to be explored directly by the technique of in vivo whole-cell recording (Toth et al, 1993). In this study, we demonstrate that optical imaging is also a useful tool for exploring issues of dynamic receptive field changes, as well as properties of the extra-classical receptive field (ECRF).

The size of a cortical cell's ECRF is a significant fraction of the entire visual space, suggesting a large physiological divergence of the visual pathway between retina and cortex. Some of this divergence occurs as a result of cortical cells communicating with neighboring cells via lateral connections within area 17. Optical imaging techniques have
already demonstrated (Grinvald et al, 1994) that focal stimulation spreads over an
unexpectedly large region of cortex, presumably through this network of lateral
connectivity. In this paper, we demonstrate that the spread of activity in cortex occurs in
an orientation-specific manner. Further, by comparing our data with neuronal responses
recorded extracellularly, we demonstrate that a significant fraction of the activity we
measure is due to subthreshold sources, and represents effects of ECRF stimulation.
METHODS

**Surgery and recording chamber placement**

Female cats aged 10 weeks to adult were initially anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (15 mg/kg) and xylazine (1.5 mg/kg, i.m.). Subsequently anesthesia was maintained either by continuous infusion of sodium pentobarbital (1.5-2 mg/kg/hr, i.v.), or by isofluorane (0.5-1.5%) in a 70/30 mixture of N₂O/O₂. A tracheotomy was performed to facilitate artificial ventilation. The animal's heart rate and EEG were continuously monitored to ensure adequate levels of anesthesia. Expired CO₂ was maintained at 4% by adjusting the stroke volume and the rate of the respirator. The animal was placed on a heating blanket and the rectal temperature was maintained at 38°C. A mixture of 5% dextrose and lactated Ringers for fluid maintenance was given by continuous i.v. infusion. Craniotomy and durotomy were performed posterior to Horsley-Clark AP0 extending roughly 7 mm posterior and 4 mm lateral. After completion of surgery, paralysis was initiated with gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/hr) to prevent eye movements. A stainless steel chamber (20 mm diameter) was cemented to the skull with dental acrylic and the inner margin was sealed with wax. In order to minimize cortical pulsations due to respiration and heart beat, the chamber was filled with silicone oil and sealed with a transparent quartz window over the chamber. Synchronization of the respirator, heart beat and data collection was attempted in some experiments, but was not routinely used as it was not observed to influence the signal magnitude or localization.
Optical recording

The cortical surface was illuminated with a bifurcated fiber-optic light guide attached to an 100W tungsten-halogen lamp source powered by a regulated power supply (Kepco ATE25-20M) to minimize variations in overall illumination level during the experiment. The light was passed through an IR filter and filters of appropriate center wavelength, and was adjusted for even illumination of the cortical surface at an intensity within the linear range of the camera's sensitivity. We used a slow-scan video camera (Bischke CCD-5024N, RS-170, 30 Hz, 60 dB s/n) fitted with a macroscope (Ratzlaff and Grinvald, 1991) consisting of two back-to-back camera lenses (50 and 55 mm, f/1.2) allowing both a high numerical-aperture and a shallow depth of field. The camera was focused on the cortical surface by emphasizing the vasculature using light of 540 nm (maximum absorption of hemoglobin). After the pattern of cortical vasculature was imaged, the camera was focused 300 μm below this plane to minimize blood-vessel artifacts. Light of 600 nm (10 nm bandpass) was used to image activity dependent intrinsic oximetric signals. Data collection was under the control of the Imager 2001 system (Optical Imaging Inc.) which performed analog subtraction of a stored reference image (collected during presentation of a neutral gray screen) from the stimulus image (collected during presentation of an oriented grating), such that the image could be digitized in real time (Matrox image processor, 15 MHz) without sacrificing the signal-to-noise ratio of the camera.
**Visual stimulation**

All visual stimuli were presented to the contralateral eye, with the ipsilateral eye covered. The animal’s eyes were focused on the monitor by back-projecting the retinal vasculature pattern with a reversible opthalmoscope and fitting the eyes with appropriate contact lenses. Constancy of eye position was verified before and after every experiment to within 0.4°. Stimuli were generated by an IBM-compatible computer running STIM (K. Christian, Rockefeller, Univ.), using a Sgt. Pepper + graphics board with 4 MB memory (Number Nine Corp.) at a resolution of 640x480. They were shown at a 60 Hz frame rate on a Sony Trinitron 14” monitor positioned approximately 30 cm away from the animal. Individual frames were computed prior to the beginning of the experiment and shown under the timing control of the data-collection computer.

A typical experiment consisted of four center stimuli, four surround stimuli, four full-field stimuli (equivalent to center + surround with no phase difference), and one neutral gray screen, presented in an interleaved manner. Four center stimuli were generated by presenting against a neutral gray background a small circular window within which a square-wave grating of 0.75 cyc/deg was shown at one of four orientations of motion (0° to 135° in 45° increments). Four surround stimuli were constructed in an identical manner, except that the grating was shown outside the circular window, and neutral gray shown inside. As discussed in the text, in some experiments the window was changed from a circular aperture to a square aperture with sides oriented along the 0° and 90° directions. In such experiments, only the horizontal sides of the rectangle were seen in the image, since the cortical representation of the vertical sides fell outside the imaged area.
The timing of the stimulus was chosen to give the maximum optical signal, as determined by our preliminary experiments with full-field gratings in area 17, and by others (Frostig, et al, 1990). The oriented grating was shown in a stationary position for 5 sec, and then was drifted at a rate of 1.5 Hz. 30 Hz camera frames were summed into 5 larger time blocks of 900 ms each. The first and last frames were discarded for the purposes of analysis; thus the data represents the summed signal from 1300 ms to 4600 ms after the start of stimulus motion. This timing scheme is summarized in fig. 1.

*Single-unit recording*

Single units were recorded with tungsten microelectrodes of impedance 2-4 MΩ. The signal was amplified (BAK, RP-1) filtered at 1 - 10 kHz, digitally windowed (Harvard Apparatus, PSD-1) and collected on an IBM 486 computer using a 200 MHz A/D board (AT-16-F-5, National Instruments) and software written in-house. Receptive fields were hand plotted using the minimum response field technique, and verified with a small, high-contrast bars moving through the receptive field under computer control.
RESULTS

We evaluated the data based on 40-70 tests of interleaved center/surround stimuli per experiment in 12 animals. While we attempted as many experiments as possible in each animal, the number that could be performed was limited due to the fact that after 8 to 14 hours of imaging, the magnitude of the optical signal dropped significantly below that of other artifacts in the image. The largest such artifacts were usually the result of brain or blood vessel pulsation. We noted that synchronizing the data collection periods to the animal’s heart rate and/or respiration was not effective in reducing these artifacts. Since each experiment, consisting of 12 or more interleaved center, surround and full-field stimuli, occupied from 3 to 5 hours, depending on the amount of signal averaging needed, we usually obtained a maximum of four useful tests per animal. We presented our stimuli monocularly to avoid the need of aligning the two eyes. Parcellation of activity into ocular dominance regions has not been seen in anesthetized cats either with 2-deoxyglucose activity imaging (Löwel and Singer, 1993) or with intrinsic signal imaging (Rao et al, 1994), suggesting that similar results would have been obtained with binocular presentation.

Activation induced by center and surround stimuli

Figure 2 shows representative plots of the cortical activity generated from center (fig. 2A) and surround stimuli (fig. 2B). One can see that the area of highest activity is approximately complementary in these maps. The spatial location of this activity is in
agreement with standard maps of retinotopy in cat area 17 (Tusa et al, 1986), since the
top edge of the spot is positioned 3 degrees below the area centralis, and on the vertical
meridian. However, two other features appear in this image apart from this retinotopic
correspondence. First, the border zone between the active areas of the two images is
fuzzy. Some columns appear strongly activated by both stimuli. This fuzziness is not
surprising, as a particular point of the retinal image is known to be capable of directly
activating a whole population of cortical cells, with a spatial spread of perhaps a few
millimeters (Albus, 1975). The second feature to note, however, is that one can discern
localized activation even as far as the edge of the optical image, quite far from the stimulus
border. Fig. 3 shows a second example of center (fig. 3A) and surround (fig 3B)
activation, where the stimulus border is even less distinct. To obtain the border location
accurately, we compared the magnitude of the center and surround stimulus-specific
signals at each pixel in the image. Figure 2C shows the result of this comparison. Regions
which gave a greater response to the center stimulus are shown in white, while regions
which gave greater response to the surround stimulus are shown in black. The area thus
delimited defined the cortical center representation in the optical image.

Lateral spread of signal

Although activity in response to center and surround stimuli was to a large degree spatially
localized, we found it possible to obtain maps of orientation preference even in the lesser
activated regions several millimeters away from the stimulus border. Fig. 4 shows an
example of such maps, computed from the same cortex as fig. 3 such that preferred angle
is coded by the color scheme shown, and strength of orientation-specific signal (magnitude of the vector summation) is coded by intensity of color. Regions outside the region of maximal activation always retain the same orientation specificity as when those regions are maximally activated. One can see that the center stimulus (fig. 4A) continues to activate orientation columns at the image edge, and that the surround stimulus (fig. 4B) completely activates the center region with strength sufficient to generate a robust orientation map over the entire cortical area. In this experiment, a surround stimulus of 6 degrees continued to generate an orientation map in which all orientation domains present in the full field orientation map could still be discerned, whereas a surround stimulus of 9 degrees generated a map with some domains, 5 to 6 mm away, providing undetectable signal levels. The orientation response to a full field grating, shown in fig 4C, confirms that activation is always orientation specific; that is, stimuli always activate iso-orientation domains, regardless of whether they are activating center or surround regions.

Response to the stimulus edge

Since a large proportion of cells in area 17 are known to have end-stopped characteristics, we wondered whether the presence of the stimulus edge itself might be causing much of this activity. To test this possibility, we compared responses to the full-field grating as shown in fig. 1B with a stimulus where the grating over the center region was out of phase with the surround, but in all other respects identical. We failed to see any differential activation between the two images. Furthermore, a full-field vector angle map computed from a phase-shifted 0° stimulus, and three in-phase stimuli at 45°, 90° and 135°, did not
show any significant difference in the $0^\circ$ representation area from a normally-computed angle map. We see no evidence in the optical signal for any novel response to the presence of the stimulus edge.

Correspondence with single-unit physiology

Having obtained the result that distant regions of cortex are activated in an orientation-specific manner, we wished to show that such activation did not result merely from divergence in the visual pathway prior to the cortex. In two cats, microelectrode recordings were made in order to verify that the receptive field positions of the underlying cells were in correspondence with the data obtained from optical imaging. Receptive field locations are shown in figure 5A and C. Recording sites were chosen to show that the optical map is large enough to contain regions of non-overlapping receptive fields. Fig. 5B and D show the locations from which single units were obtained, relative to the map of the stimulus edge calculated by the same method as in fig. 3C. Penetrations within the center region (white) are coded red; those in the surround region (black) are coded blue. Note that in the first case (fig. 5A and B) the center spot is below the area centralis, and thus the top edge is being imaged, whereas in the second case (fig 5 C and D) the center spot covers area centralis, and thus the bottom edge is the one imaged. We found an excellent correlation between the centers of single-unit receptive fields, and their expected position relative to the spot border as defined by the optical imaging method.

Furthermore, the data suggest that the anterior and posterior penetrations within the imaged area are sufficiently distant to have non-overlapping receptive fields. Since we
always imaged a spot border between 3° and 5° below area centralis, these receptive field positions and sizes shown here are representative for all the data shown. (Orientation preference of single-units generally agreed with that of the imaged map, though describing that correspondence is beyond the scope of this study.)

_Surround inhibition_

When comparing population signals under different stimulus conditions, we make the assumption that activity at a particular point is always originating in the same cells. Another possibility, though somewhat unlikely, is that a given cortical region contains two sub-populations of cells which react differently to the stimuli, but do not interact with each other. If our results were due to the activity of two different populations of cells, one should expect the activity to the full-field stimulus in the spot region to be equal to the summation of the center and surround activities in that region. To calculate absolute amounts of activity, the vector magnitudes over a roughly 1.3 mm² area of the center region of cortex were averaged for each stimulus type. To avoid the inaccuracies involved in measuring small differences between small signals, we confined our analysis to those experiments which gave exceptionally high overall signal magnitudes. Also, since signal magnitude falls as a function of distance from the retinotopic stimulus border, we chose for each case regions 2.5 mm from the calculated border. Results for the two best 8-orientation experiments are shown in figure 6. Surprisingly, the greatest signal occurred not for the full-field stimulus, but rather for the center stimulus. We confirmed this finding by single-unit recordings (see legend to figure 7A). Averaged over these two
experiments, the intrinsic signal response to the surround stimulus comprised 62% of the response to the center. Response to full-field stimulation comprised 92% of the response to the center. Since our single unit recordings indicate that receptive fields in the measured region fall within the stimulus border, we interpret these findings as direct evidence for inhibition from the extra-classical receptive field.

*How much of the intrinsic signal is subthreshold?*

We reasoned that if we could estimate a population sum of single-unit responses to the experimental stimuli, we could calculate what fraction of the intrinsic signal represents the subthreshold response. For comparing with the values of vector magnitude reported above, we measured the response to stimuli of optimal orientation, and subtracted the response to the blank stimulus (spontaneous activity). Recordings occurred under identical conditions to those during the imaging session. For each cell (n=30), we calculated the surround response as a percentage of the center response after subtracting the background response. A histogram of this index across the entire population of cells appears in figure 7B. Calculated in this manner, spiking response to the surround stimulus across the population was 6.8% of the response to the center stimulus. The magnitude of intrinsic signal response to the surround stimulus was 52% to 72% that of the center. If we make the assumption that equal amounts of subthreshold activity exist in the center region during center and surround stimulation, we can then estimate that over half of the intrinsic signal response to the center stimulus represents subthreshold activity.
Single-unit recordings demonstrate biphasic surround effects.

We have demonstrated that a high-contrast surround inhibits the response to a high-contrast center. Since optical recording does not distinguish between signals from excitatory or inhibitory sources, we are left with the problem of whether the largely subthreshold, iso-orientation activity generated in the center region by the surround stimulus is inhibitory or excitatory. In 20 of the single-unit recordings represented in figure 7A and B, we presented two novel stimuli, in order to answer the question of whether the surround could also be facilitory. These were 1) a center stimulus of low contrast and neutral surround, and 2) a center stimulus of low contrast with a high contrast surround. Responses to these stimuli from two representative cells are shown in figure 7C and D. In cells which also demonstrated the suppressive effect of the high-contrast surround on a high-contrast center, we observed small but present facilitory effects of the same high-contrast surround on a low contrast center, close to physiological threshold. We conclude that the surround can have both facilitory and suppressive effects, depending on the stimulus configuration, and (since a zero contrast center is the limiting case of a low contrast center) that the subthreshold iso-orientation signal observed optically is largely from excitatory sources.
DISCUSSION

Point spread in cortex

The question of the amount of cortex capable of responding to a given point in the visual field is both one of anatomy and of physiology. Previous studies suggest that thalamocortical afferents arborize at most over a maximum area of 1.8 mm$^2$ (Humphrey et al, 1985) or a maximum lateral distance of 1.0 to 1.5 mm. Similarly, physiological studies of the point spread distance from retina to cortex have suggested values on the order of 1 to 2 mm (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974; Albus, 1975; Tootell, 1988; Das and Gilbert 1995).

These values are clearly too small to account for the amount of signal spread that we (up to 6 mm) and others (Grinvald et al, 1994 (up to 10 mm); Das and Gilbert, 1995 (3.2 to 5.2 mm)) observe optically, suggesting that the lateral activity is mediated by a cortical mechanism. Within area 17, Gilbert and Wiesel claim a value of 6 to 8 mm for the range of cortical connectivity from a given cell, though these are mainly large pyramidal cells, and 4 mm is perhaps a more typical value for our purposes (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983). The intrinsic connections are likely more than large enough to connect areas of completely separate receptive fields, though not large enough to account for the maximum values of optically observed point spread area. It seems likely that a combination of the cortical circuitry and subthreshold activation (discussed below) is responsible for the large point spread areas observed with optical recording.
Reliability of amplitude estimates

Many factors affect the reliability of intrinsic signal amplitudes measured by optical imaging. By averaging vector magnitudes, instead of raw signal amplitudes, we avoid some of the variability due to non-stimulus related factors, however our results should be interpreted as no more than an order of magnitude estimate. We present these results partly because there is so little evidence as to whether intrinsic signal amplitudes change linearly with the underlying spiking activity. Our results suggest that there is a significant non-linear component, which we attribute to subthreshold activity, though other mechanisms which use energy locally in a stimulus-dependent manner may also contribute.

Relation to “filling in”

“Filling-in” refers to the percept that occurs in normal monocular vision in the region of the blind spot, and in the vision of patients with focal lesions of the early visual system. The color and texture of the surrounding region is perceived in the region devoid of input. Ramachandran and Gregory (1991) demonstrated that the same effect could be caused artificially by stimuli containing flickering random noise in a retinally stable region of the visual field. Our stimulus is conceptually similar to that which has been shown to induce artificial scotomas. In two experiments, we replaced the neutral gray of the spot region with a flickering random dot field, to make our stimulus exactly identical to that of Ramachandran and Gregory. We did not see any difference in the lateral spread of signal under these conditions, and therefore conclude that our stimulus was identical for the purposes of area 17 physiology. The actual location of the area responsible for the
psychophysical "filling-in" percept cannot, obviously, be answered by this experiment, but our data indicate that already in area 17, cells have access to enough information to generate this percept.

*Dynamic receptive field changes*

Many investigators have demonstrated the possibility for both excitatory (Nelson and Frost, 1985) and inhibitory (Nelson and Frost, 1978; Gulyás et al, 1987; Hammond and MacKay, 1981) effects of a surround field on single-unit responses. It should not be surprising, therefore, that the actual border of a receptive field should depend critically on the conditions under which it is measured (Cudeiro and Sillito, 1994). It is likewise possible that modification of the receptive field brought about by different stimuli (A,B) shows hysteresis such that if a receptive field is stimulated in the pattern A1B1A2 the receptive field measured during the A1 and A2 stimuli will not be identical, even over very short time periods (Pettet and Gilbert, 1992; Volchan and Gilbert, 1995). The increase in activity which we observe outside the center region during center presentation, or inside the center region during surround presentation is certainly consistent with an expansion of the receptive fields within those unstimulated regions. Also, the minimum response field technique, used to map the receptive fields shown in fig. 4, does not account for the possibility of conditioned expansion. (It is far from obvious how to properly measure receptive field expansion in such conditions, since, following the hypothesis, the act of measuring the RF itself changes the RF.) Our single-unit data do not support this hypothesis, however, since the average surround response was only 6% of the center
response magnitude (fig. 7B). We must conclude that although a mechanism that could mediate receptive field expansion (the lateral, subthreshold, iso-orientation response) seems to be present over a large cortical area, this mechanism is not activated dynamically in response to fast changes in the visual scene.

*Surround effects on center response*

Our finding of a biphasic surround effect on the center response is novel in cat cortex. Knierim and Van Essen (1992) and Fries et al, (1977) have observed the suppressive effect of an oriented surround in monkey V1, and have suggested that the maximal effect occurs at similar orientations of center and surround. Such an effect is a prime candidate for mediating perceptual “pop-out” (Bergen and Julesz, 1983; Triesman and Gelade, 1980). However, a shift only in stimulus phase within the center region, which creates pop-out without changing other stimulus attributes, did not show any effects. Similarly, by lowering the detection threshold for iso-orientation stimuli, surround excitation is an appropriate mechanism for mediating the perceptual completion of occluded objects.

*Conclusion*

We have suggested that primary visual cortex contains subthreshold, stimulus specific information over a much wider area than previously believed. In doing so, we have reconciled the discrepancy between the relatively small point spread area measured with single-unit techniques, and the extremely large area measured with optical techniques. This subthreshold information can be used in either a facilitatory or an inhibitory manner.
We have demonstrated single-unit facilitation for low-contrast stimuli and suppression for high-contrast stimuli. Such modulations may generate psychophysical phenomena such as filling-in or perceptual pop-out, or may contribute to the ability of a higher area to do so.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1 Stimuli used in this experiment, orientation convention, and timing diagram for one stimulus presentation. A) "Blank" stimulus, B) "Full-field" stimulus, also referred to as "center+surround", C) "Center" stimulus, D) "Surround" stimulus, E) "Perpendicular" stimulus. Data collection occurs at the time of maximum orientation-specific intrinsic signal as determined in pilot experiments, and timed from the start of stimulus motion. (We chose to image responses to moving rather than stationary gratings to make the intrinsic signal as robust as possible.) The stimulus is flashed on 5 sec. prior to the start of the motion, thus reducing the contribution of the onset-response to the signal.

Fig. 2 Summed response to 56 presentations of A) center and B) surround stimuli. Each map represents the response to 0° divided by the response to 90°. 0° orientation domains appear black, 90° domains appear white. Although retinotopy is evident, the signal is not confined to complementary regions. The stimulus is presented 3° below the horizontal meridian. Anterior is to the right, lateral is to the bottom. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Fig. 3 Summed response to 56 presentations of A) center and B) surround stimuli from a different animal. Each map represents the response to 0° divided by the response to 90°. The vertical line appearing on the left of the images is artifact from a large blood vessel. C) shows the activity border, calculated from the single-condition maps. White regions are points where maximal activity was elicited by a center stimulus, black regions are points where maximal activity was elicited by a surround stimulus. The border runs
approximately through the image center. Notice that the map of surround activity extends throughout the entire cortical region. Anterior is to the right, lateral is to the bottom.

Scale bar is 1 mm.

Fig. 4 Maps of the summed orientation vector for A) center, B) surround, and C) full-field maps. Vector angle, coding orientation preference, is shown by color, and vector magnitude, coding strength of orientation-specific signal, is shown by intensity. Brightest intensities are 1 standard deviation above the image mean, and are approximately equal for all three maps. Although the center stimulus is stronger (brighter) at the center of the image, within the center representation, the center stimulus continues to elicit strong, orientation-specific signals outside the center representation. Similarly, the surround elicits strong signals within the center representation, “filling-in” the map of orientation preference. The correspondence of center and surround maps with that of the full-field stimulus indicates that the “filled-in” regions receive iso-orientation activation. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Fig. 5 Single-unit receptive fields recorded from center and surround areas of cortex are shown for two animals. Red indicates recordings from the center representation, and blue indicates recordings from the surround representation. A and C are plots of visual space with superimposed single-unit receptive fields shown in red and blue, and the border of the center spot shown in black. (A square “spot” was used in these experiments.) B and D show the location of the electrode penetrations used for the recordings superimposed on a
map of the imaged center/surround border calculated by the same methods as in figure 3C. White represents center dominated regions, black represents spot dominated regions. In the first experiment (A,B) the center stimulus was located 3° below the horizontal meridian; thus the top edge of the stimulus was recorded in the optical image. In the second experiment (C,D) we located the bottom stimulus edge 2° below the horizontal meridian, such that the center stimulus covered the area centralis. Thus, the bottom edge of the stimulus was imaged. Receptive field locations show a clear positional separation. Nearly all receptive fields lay entirely within the appropriate stimulus region. VM, vertical meridian; HM, horizontal meridian; A, anterior; L lateral. All figures drawn to same scale.

Fig. 6 Plot of intrinsic signal magnitude for a region of 1x10^4 pixels 2-3 mm inside the center representation for the three stimulus conditions in two experiments. A) In the first experiment, the magnitude of response to surround, full-field and center stimuli respectively were 1.28%, 1.63% and 1.77%. B) For the second experiment, the magnitudes of responses were; surround = 0.139%, full-field = 0.244% and center = 0.267%. These values are shown normalized to the spot response (see text). A value of 0% indicates no orientation-specific component in the signal. The percentages can be thought of as the percent of signal in the total collected light. Mathematically, they are equivalent to the magnitude of the fourier component of 180° periodicity when transformed across the dimension of stimulus angle.
Fig. 7 Summary of single-unit responses from 30 cells with receptive fields positioned in
the “center” region. A) shows the population histogram of the amount of suppression in
each cell created by adding the high-contrast “surround” grating to the “center” grating
(full field grating = center grating + surround grating). The suppression index, plotted on
the x-axis is calculated by; \[ suppresion\ index = \frac{full\ field - background}{center - background} \].
Values less than one indicate suppression, greater than one indicate facilitation. The average index value is
0.843. B) shows a similar population histogram for the amount of spiking response
elicited by the surround. The surround index, plotted on the x-axis is calculated by;
\[ surround\ index = \frac{surround - background}{center - background} \].
A value of zero indicates no surround
response. Values less than zero are possible when the response to the surround is less
than the response to the background. The average index value is 0.0682. C and D) show
facilitory and suppressive surround effects in two different cells. The average response to
ten stimulus presentations is plotted versus the stimulus type. “Blank”, neutral contrast
gray screen, taken as background. “LCC”, low contrast center grating, no surround.
“LCC+HCS”, low contrast center, high contrast surround. “Center”, high-contrast center,
no surround. “HCC+HCS”, high-contrast center and high-contrast surround (equivalent
to full-field grating). Notice that in both cases, the surround facilitates the response to the
low contrast center, but suppresses the response to the high contrast center.
Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 6.
Figure 7.

(A) Histogram showing the number of cells. (B) Histogram showing the response. (C) Bar graph comparing different conditions: BLANK, LCC, LCC+HCS, CENTER, and HCC+HCS. (D) Bar graph showing the response for each condition.
Chapter 3

Discrete Latencies and Surround Responses: Subthreshold Effects in Visual Cortex Seen with Whole Cell Recording
ABSTRACT

Using *in vivo* whole-cell recording, we studied the post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) evoked by visual stimuli in primary visual cortex of anesthetized cats. High-contrast moving and stationary bars of optimal size and orientation generated patterns of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) PSPs consistent with simple and complex type receptive field organizations and with previous whole-cell studies. Compared to moving bar responses, stationary bars elicited responses that were 1) reliably present from trial to trial, 2) tightly time-locked to the stimulus onset, and 3) were repeatable in amplitude. In contrast, moving bar responses were 1) sometimes absent, 2) more variable in onset latency, and 3) often different in shape from trial to trial. PSPs measured with stationary bars often occurred at multiple, discrete latencies, occurring at a frequency of 7-10 Hz. Inputs from extra-classical receptive field regions evoked late latency PSPs only. We suggest that these discrete latencies are evidence of the brain’s mechanism for recognizing different areas of the visual field as one object.

LIST OF COMMON ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>classical receptive field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECRF</td>
<td>extra-classical receptive field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSP</td>
<td>excitatory post-synaptic potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>γ-aminobutyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSP</td>
<td>inhibitory post-synaptic potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>post-synaptic potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP</td>
<td>resting membrane potential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

The concept of a visual "receptive field", a discrete region of visual space over which stimuli are capable of eliciting spike discharges, has been a driving concept of neuroscience since its description in the optic nerve by Hartline (1938). Hubel and Wiesel (1962) first discovered the essential characteristics of receptive fields in primary visual cortex, and much work since then has assumed that the neuron is only interested in stimuli within its receptive field. A growing body of literature is asserting that this is not the case, however (see Allman et al, 1985, for review). While by definition, stimuli outside the classical receptive field (CRF) cannot cause spike discharges in that cell, Jones (1970) discovered that surround stimuli can change the degree of responsiveness to CRF stimuli. Since then, the surround effect of orientation (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972), frequency-modulation (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1976), direction (Fries et al, 1977; Nelson and Frost, 1978) and random dot fields (Hammond and McKay, 1981) have been documented. These effects are mostly suppressive, though can be excitatory under the right conditions. Toth (1995) demonstrates that the effect of surround stimuli can be biphasic; inhibitory if the center contains a high-contrast stimulus, but excitatory if the center contains a low contrast stimulus. Intracellular recording, and whole-cell recording in particular with its advantages of high signal-to-noise, are ideal techniques for viewing the modulatory effects of the surround, or "extra-classical" receptive field (ECRF), since subthreshold inputs that do not lead to spikes can readily be observed. Although in vivo sharp electrode (Ferster and Lindström, 1983; Ferster, 1986, 1987, 1988; Douglas et al, 1991) and whole-cell techniques (Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992; Jagadeesh et al, 1993; Nelson et al, 1994; Pei et
al, 1994) have been applied previously to characterize classical visual responses, we apply the technique of intracellular recording for the first time to study the ECRF of cells, and to compare ECRF-elicited events with those elicited from classical stationary and moving stimuli. These results have appeared previously in abstract form (Toth et al, 1993).
METHODS

Animal preparation

Female cats aged 10 to 16 weeks were initially anesthetized with an i.m. injection of ketamine (15 mg/kg) and xylazine (1.5 mg/kg). A venous cannula was placed through which a 50/50 mixture of 5% dextrose and lactated Ringer’s solution was continuously infused, and a tracheotomy performed to facilitate artificial respiration. Anesthesia was then maintained with isoflurane, 0.5-1.5% in 70:30 N₂O:O₂ for the remainder of the experiment, typically 36 to 48 hours. The animal’s heart rate and EEG were monitored continuously to ensure adequate anesthesia. End-tidal CO₂ was maintained at 4%.

Animals were paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide (10 mg/kg/hr). In some experiments, paralysis was discontinued for several hours to ensure the adequacy of our anesthesia monitoring. A craniotomy and durotomy were performed over area 17. To allow maximum recording stability, a bilateral thoracotomy was performed, and cerebrospinal fluid withdrawn from the cisternum magnum. Finally, a 3% agar mixture was used to seal the craniotomy after the pipette had been placed. Atropine sulfate and phenylephrine hydrochloride ophthalmic solutions were used to dilate the pupils and retract the nictitating membrane. Animals were fitted with appropriate contact lenses such that the back-projection of the retinal vasculature was in focus at the stimulus display monitor, typically 57 cm. Ambient lighting was kept low (~1 cd/m²).
Whole-cell recording

Whole cell recording was accomplished using a variation of the blind technique popular in slice preparations (Blanton et al, 1989). Pipettes were drawn from filamented, borosilicate tubing (T100F-4, World Precision Instruments) using a Flaming-Brown type puller (model P-80/PC, Sutter Instruments). Our stock solution consisted of 120 mM potassium gluconate, 10 mM potassium chloride, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM EGTA, and 2 mM magnesium sulfate. Immediately prior to filling, 3 mM ATP (adenosine triphosphate, Sigma) and 1 mM GTP (guanosine triphosphate, Sigma) was added to the solution. The final solution was checked with a freezing-point depression type osmometer (model 3MO, Advanced Instruments Corp.) and typically adjusted to 270 mOsm. Pipettes were coated with Sigmacote (Sigma Corp.) to increase hydrophobicity. Pipettes were attached to a 0.1 gain headstage held on a Leitz micromanipulator of 1μm vertical resolution. We used the Axoclamp-2A voltage-clamp amplifier in bridge mode to control current input and measure the voltage output. A ground wire of AgCl was inserted between dura and skull, where excess saline and cerebrospinal fluid provided a low resistance electrical connection with the recording site. Measured voltage was adjusted to zero extracellularly, and rechecked at the completion of each recording. We required each cell to show a stable resting membrane potential more negative than -45 mV for the duration of the testing.

Stimulus presentation and data collection

Programs for generating moving and stationary bar stimuli were written in C (Microsoft v5.1) on an IBM ‘486 computer, and displayed at 640x480x16 resolution on a Sony
Trinitron 14" monitor using a 4 MB Sgt. Pepper+ board (Number Nine Corp.). Bars were anti-aliased both spatially and temporally to provide exceptionally smooth edges and motion for any values of orientation and temporal frequency. Data collection was performed on a second 486 computer using a 200 MHz A/D converter (AT-MIO-16-F-5, National Instruments) with software written using Quick Basic (v. 4.5, Microsoft Corp.) and LabWindows (National Instruments) libraries. Data collection was synchronized to the frame rate of the display, and tested by collecting the output of a photodiode as data, to ensure that stimulus on and off times were repeatable to better than 0.5 nsec. within trials. Voltage and current traces were also recorded digitally in real time onto a video tape (Neurocorder DR886, NeuroData Inst. Corp.) for later re-collection and analysis. Stimuli were presented monocularly to the dominant eye.
The whole cell recording configuration proved quite difficult to achieve in vivo, but once achieved proved quite stable, recordings lasting between 20 minutes and 2 hours. Loss of stable recordings either occurred due to cell death, presumably from injury due to motion, or from electrode clogging, evidenced by a sudden rise in input resistance. Data in this paper are drawn from a population of 19 cells recorded in 9 animals. All recordings presented here represent cells resting at normal membrane potentials, without application of current through the whole-cell pipette.

Moving bar responses

Fig. 1 shows the response of a simple cell to five sweeps of an optimal bar of light moving through the receptive field in the preferred direction, and five sweeps in the reverse direction. The bar was under computer control and synchronized to the data collection, so all trials represent exactly identical input conditions. The cell shows multiple subfields, strong orientation selectivity (data not shown), and mild direction selectivity (direction index $= \frac{\sum_{preferred} - \sum_{reverse}}{\sum_{preferred} + \sum_{reverse}} = 15\%$). Notable is the pattern of input integration that can be observed in these recordings. Each spiking response rides on the crest of several, smaller PSPs, thus showing that the response to a moving bar results from a summation of several smaller inputs. Although the general shape of the response is identical from trial to trial, in detail the shape of the summed responses are very different. The result of this "random" summation is that spike latencies and frequencies are different from trial to trial.
under the same input conditions.

IPSPs, though likely present, are difficult to observe directly in this response for two reasons. First, the reversal potential for GABA-mediated currents \( E_{GABA} = -82 \) mV is relatively close to the measured resting membrane potential, -60 mV for this cell, thus providing a low electrochemical gradient. Second, EPSPs and IPSPs are being generated which overlap in time, thus preventing their clean separation in the recording trace.

Another observation from this recording is that the reverse direction response is not a mirror image of the preferred direction response, as would be expected if all inputs sum linearly. Nonlinear, temporal characteristics of the PSPs play an important role in shaping the response profile.

Finally, notice that the summed excitatory potential underlying the spikes is broader than the spiking region itself. Since a cell’s receptive field is defined by its spiking response, the presence of these regions raise the question whether the size of the receptive field might change depending on the amount of facilitation or suppression present. Response thresholding may play an important role in determining the limits of a cell’s receptive field.

*Stationary bar responses*

Figure 2 shows responses to a stationary bar flashed in an OFF subfield of the simple cell shown in figure 1. Timing of the 500 msec flash is indicated by the dark line. At this
receptive field position, this cell shows a large net excitatory response to light offset, and a smaller, subthreshold excitatory response to light onset. Unlike the moving bar, the earliest response to the flashed bar is consistent from trial to trial in latency and in amplitude. Later responses are more variable. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the earliest responses in figures 1 and 2 superimposed and at a higher time scale. Stationary bar response latencies fall within 5-10 msec of each other, and the earliest PSPs are within 2 mV amplitude from base to peak between trials. The early latency of the moving bar response, on the other hand, is spread out over 40-60 msec and is not of consistent amplitude. Figure 4 shows a different cell responding to a stationary bar flashed over the receptive field. In this case, the response is entirely subthreshold. The OFF IPSPs observed in this figure, similar to stationary bar evoked EPSPs, also show a consistency of amplitude and latency.

_Evidence for discrete latencies_

When we compared the timing of stationary responses at different receptive field positions, an interesting pattern emerged. Figure 5 shows the response of a simple cell to moving (fig. 5A) and flashed (fig. 5B, C) stimuli. The moving bar response reveals regions of predominant excitation and inhibition. Stationary stimuli evoked a variety of responses. The CRF, measured extracellularly in cell-attached mode, extended from -4° to +4°, and contained two subfields. Nearly all positions tested contained some visually-evoked PSPs, even though the extreme positions were outside the classical receptive field.
A few positions showed sustained ON responses after a very long latency, similar to what might be expected from a phasic LGN input.

The unexpected finding is that the large majority of visually driven PSPs began in synchrony, at one out of a small number of discrete latencies to the visual stimulus. For the cell in figure 5, there are three discernible latencies to onset responses and four to offset responses. The first latency occurs between 70 and 120 msec after the visual stimulus, and subsequent latencies occur roughly at multiples of these times. Also surprising, is that the latencies for ON and OFF responses are not necessarily equal. In figure 5B, the earliest onset latency is 111 msec while the earliest offset latency is 76 msec. The average time between onset latencies is 107 msec, (9.3 Hz) and between offset latencies 124 msec (8.1 Hz).

Finally, it is worth noting that multiple components of the subthreshold response are present at any one position. For example, the response at -2° has strong EPSPs at all three of the OFF latencies illustrated in fig. B. The response at +6°, outside the CRF, shows a small response at the second and third ON latencies, but no response (except in one trial) at the first ON latency.

*Invariant of latencies with stimulus position*

In three cells, two simple cells and one complex cell, we tested flashed bar responses several degrees outside the classical receptive field. All three cells showed the
phenomenon illustrated in fig. 6. The receptive field in this case is shown by the moving bar response (figure 6A) and the extracellular, hand-plotted position shown by the dark line above that response. Stationary stimuli were flashed intracellularly at the positions indicated by the rectangles at the bottom of the figure. (Since the bar always swept a constant path under computer control, time and space are related and shown together on the same axis.) The complete set of individual responses, ON and OFF to each stationary stimulus is shown in figure 6B. Again, multiple discrete latencies are seen in the response. The first two are indicated by vertical shaded lines. The earliest latency is seen only in the regions underlying the CRF, and not in regions outside it. As in figure 5, the timing of the latencies is independent of receptive field position, however latencies of ON and OFF responses are different. A plot of the subthreshold receptive field for this cell is constructed in fig. 7. ECRF responses are of comparable magnitudes to CRF responses, and mainly occur at the longer latencies. These data suggest that a cell’s spiking response is strongly influenced by the temporal characteristics of its inputs.
DISCUSSION

There are two main conclusions of this study. First, subthreshold responses to stationary bars, though generally of a smaller magnitude, are more reproducible in successive trials of identical stimuli, more tightly time locked to the stimulus, and of a more consistent amplitude than subthreshold responses to moving bars. Second, responses to stationary bars occur at multiple discrete latencies. The latencies vary with the phase of the response (onset or offset) but not with stimulus position. The earliest latency of subthreshold response corresponds with the CRF, but later latencies occur robustly with ECRF stimulation. Interestingly, these multiple latencies have been observed previously (Pei et al, 1994) though it seems fluctuations in the membrane potential prevent them from commenting on the issues of discreteness of latencies. It is also possible that some types of cells show a differing organization of latencies, though we have observed multiple, discrete latencies in both simple cells and a complex cell. To date, the low success ratio of the \textit{in vivo} whole-cell recording technique has precludes large population studies.

Another drawback of the whole-cell technique is that it is difficult to know from which cortical layer cells are recorded. A technique has been proposed for locating layer boundaries based on extracellular field potentials (Ferster and Lindström, 1983), however it requires the placement of stimulating electrodes in the LGN and superior colliculus, and the careful extracellular recording of cell types along the penetration.

\textit{Artifact considerations}
Oscillations at $\alpha$ frequencies (8-13 Hz) can be generated by many different brain mechanisms, so we considered whether the roughly 10 Hz synchronizations we observed could be due to an extrinsic source. Two arguments seem to suggest that the synchronization is in fact stimulus dependent and resides in the cortex. First, we observed the exact frequency of oscillation change over a period of two seconds between the ON and OFF responses. Differing amounts of time between stimuli presentations did not affect the repeatability of the latencies, suggesting that they were, in fact, purely stimulus driven. Second, variations in these rhythms were not seen over the time required to collect the responses, which in the case of the cell in figure 6, was approximately 15 minutes, suggesting that factors such as depth of anesthesia were not directly controlling these responses.

Discrete latencies - how do you get them and what are they good for?

The immediate question, having demonstrated the long latency surround inputs, is where do they come from? A first thought might be that the latencies represent mono-, di- and tri-synaptic inputs. However, this is unlikely. Ferster and Lindström (1983) showed that di- and tri-synaptic latencies arising from electrical stimulation of the LGN are capable of arriving within 10 ms of each other. Since the entire LGN projection to the cortex is excitatory, IPSPs must be at least di-synaptic, yet visually evoked IPSPs also arrive with 70-100 msec latency. Since higher visual areas also receive direct thalamic input in the cat, and the inter-areal latency is also on the order of 10 ms, it is unlikely that the second latency represents a di-synaptic response of a higher area. More likely is the hypothesis
that a flashed stimulus sets up a low frequency oscillation in the cortex. Chagnac-Amitai and Connors (1989) have shown in the neocortical slice preparation that a cortical circuit consisting of middle-layer pyramidal cells driving both excitatory and inhibitory targets can oscillate with a frequency that depends on stimulation intensity. If such a circuit is at work in area 17, it is possible that synchronous excitation and inhibition is generated by the activation of an intrinsic oscillator neuron by the stimulus, and that the time course of the resulting inhibitory PSPs controls the timing of the next EPSP. This theory would also explain the differing values of latency to ON and OFF responses; since the background was black instead of neutral gray, there is a sustained contrast following an light onset, but no such contrast following light offset - the equivalent of less stimulation intensity. Such a mechanism might also be ideal for use in solving the feature binding problem, since one could imagine that stimuli arising from the same “object” could set up similar oscillatory patterns independently across cortex, and that the unique pattern of oscillations thus created could be used to “bind” those responses for the use of a higher visual area. Such arguments are identical to those that have been recently proposed in the case of 30 to 60 Hz cortical oscillations (Gray et al, 1989; König et al, 1995; reviewed by Singer, 1993).

_Surround (ECRF) influence on response_

We have demonstrated that stimuli inside the CRF generate the earliest latency response, whereas stimuli in the ECRF are capable of generating strong responses at the second and higher order latencies. A direct prediction of this study is that effects of iso-orientation bar stimuli in the surround are not capable of affecting the earliest response of a cell.
ECRF responses may arrive from lateral inputs within area 17, though it is also possible that the response represents a feedback loop from area 18, or even from LGN (Sillito et al, 1994).

In conclusion, we have shown that the ECRF is directly observable using both moving and stationary bars. Flashed stimuli evoke PSPs at multiple discrete latencies, near 10 Hz, the exact frequency of which may depend on specific stimulus features. The earliest latency is generated only by stimuli within the CRF. We suggest that the later latencies represent information arriving via long range lateral connectivity from disparate receptive field regions, the spatial characteristics of which have been explored in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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**Figure Legends**

**Fig. 1.** **Left:** Intracellularly recorded responses to a bar of light of optimal size and velocity moving across the receptive field in the preferred direction. Resting membrane potential is -60 mV. **Right:** Responses under identical conditions to a bar moving in the reverse direction. Responses show evidence for PSP summation, random variability, non-linear summation (since the reverse direction response does not mirror the preferred direction response), and thresholding phenomena.

**Fig. 2.** Five responses of the same cell (fig 1) to identical flashes of a stationary bar of light in the OFF region of the receptive field. Resting membrane potential is -60 mV. The duration of the flash, 500 msec, is indicated by the heavy line. Although the sustained OFF response is the largest component of the response at this position, also present is a small ON response that does not elicit spiking. Vertical lines emphasize the timing of the earliest component of the response. Notice that, in contrast to the moving bar response, an EPSP of approximately constant amplitude is elicited reliably by this stimulus (just right of the first vertical line).

**Fig 3.** Moving (left side) and stationary (right side) responses of figs. 1 and 2 shown superimposed, and at a much higher time scale. Moving bar responses are the earliest response to preferred (top left) and reverse (bottom left) directions of motion. Stationary responses are to light onset (top right) and offset (bottom right). Vertical scales differ,
(see figs 1 & 2), though the relative offset in membrane potentials between multiple trials is preserved.

**Fig 4.** Five stationary bar responses from a second simple cell showing inhibitory OFF responses. The shaded vertical line emphasizes the time of the clear OFF IPSP which is present in all five trials, though small relative to the membrane voltage fluctuations. RMP is -48 mV.

**Fig. 5. A)** Five superimposed responses to a moving bar stimulus. One excitatory and one inhibitory subregion are clearly evident. Subregions were subsequently mapped with stationary stimuli. The region of the moving bar response corresponding to the region from which the stationary responses in part B were derived is shown by the top black line. The positions indicated by the lower black lines indicate positions of an ON subfield (-2°) an OFF subfield (+2°) and a subfield outside the CRF (+6°) shown in part C. The bar, 1°x15°, was moved at a velocity of 8°/sec for 3 sec, thus the total trace represents 25° of the visual field. The dark bar above the response indicates receptive field position measured extracellularly. **B)** A stationary bar was flashed seven times in each of 13 positions covering the range indicated by the first black bar in part A. The duration of the flash is indicated by the grey bar. Each of the 13 superimposed traces represents the average response at a given position. Notice that although all positions are superimposed in this figure, the excitatory responses peak at latencies which are relatively invariant. The arrows point to ON responses at latencies of 76, 228 and 371 msec, and OFF responses at latencies of 111, 191, 295 and 427 msec. **C)** Representative stationary responses in an
ON subfield (-2°), OFF subfield (+2°), and outside the CRF (+6°) are shown. (OFF subfields at +1° and +3° did show suprathreshold activity to flashed stimuli.) Each trace is the superposition of seven repetitions at a single stimulus position. The position of the stimulus (in degrees) is indicated by the number next to each trace, and by the lower stimulus line in fig. A. Duration of the flash is indicated by the gray bar. The latencies are invariant, and remarkably similar even outside the CRF. Notice that the first excitatory latency is absent in the +6° response. In general, we find that the short latency components disappear with increasing distance from the receptive field center. RMP = -55 mV.

**Fig 6. A)** Averaged response of a complex cell to five presentations of a moving bar of optimal dimensions. The spiking receptive field, measured extracellularly, is indicated by the black bar above the response. Since with each repetition the bar sweeps out identical regions of space at equivalent points in time, the time axis is doubly labeled with a location corresponding to the position of the bar relative to the receptive field at that time. The bar moved at 8° per second, for 3 seconds, about the receptive field center. This response region corresponds with the minimal response field for this cell found by hand plotting. **B)** Stationary bars (1.5° by 15°) were flashed at the positions indicated by the black rectangles (in part A, lower). The ON and OFF components of 10 responses at each position are shown. Faint shaded lines indicate the first two common latencies across responses. The solid line indicates responses within the CRF position. Notice that although the receptive field extends only from -3° to +1°, reliable visually-evoked
potentials can be seen throughout the entire tested range. The shortest latency responses, occurring at positions -3° to +1°, correspond with the CRF, and are approximately 97 ms in each case. Stimulus-locked responses of longer latencies are largely invariant with stimulus position. In this case, the secondary latencies occur at 195 ms and 300 ms for the ON responses and 210 ms and 330 ms for the OFF responses. $RMP = -57 \text{ mV}$.

Fig. 7 Receptive field plot of the cell shown in fig. 6 calculated by summing subthreshold responses to the offset of a stationary bar of light (of optimal orientation and velocity and high contrast). The “classical” receptive field, defined by the cell’s spiking response to a moving bar, is indicated by the dark line. To generate this graph, the averaged response to 10 stimulus presentations was integrated over 60 msec time periods. The earliest response, averaged from 117 to 177 msec, is plotted in square symbols. Later responses at 212 to 272 msec and 336 to 396 msec are averaged and plotted in triangular symbols. These time periods were chosen to include the majority of the cell’s significant responses. The baseline response of the cell over the same time periods is plotted as the first and last points on the graph. Notice that although the position of the early component agrees well with the classical receptive field, there are significant responses, mostly late, that occur well outside that region.
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Chapter 4

Altering Cortical Inhibition Disrupts Intrinsic Signal Orientation Maps
ABSTRACT

In the visual system of the cat, layouts of the cortical maps of various physiological properties converge to a stable state within the first few months of life, and thereafter remain largely unchanged. Some properties, such as ocular dominance and orientation selectivity can be altered by appropriate manipulations during the so-called “critical period”, however no manipulation has been found that changes the spatial layout of these cortical maps in the adult cortex. By iontophoresis of compounds that act on GABA receptors, we succeeded in altering the map of orientation preference for a region approximately 1.5 mm around the injection site. Bicuculline, a GABA$_A$ antagonist, increased the spatial extent of activity to a stimulus of iso-orientation to the injection region, shifting the orientation vectors in a given cortical region by up to 70°, towards that of the injection site. Iontophoresis of GABA or muscimol (a GABA$_A$ agonist) caused an opposite effect, a shift towards the orthogonal orientation of as much as 50°. These novel effects demonstrate that the map of orientation preference in adult cortex is malleable, and is influenced by the inhibitory circuitry. Furthermore, the intracortical inhibitory circuitry does not show any preferential physiological connectivity across orientation columns, and thus may serve mainly to control the spread of cortical excitation and the range of influence of a cortical cell.
INTRODUCTION

GABA, a ubiquitous neurotransmitter in the cerebral cortex, is of primary importance in providing fast inhibitory influences onto glutamatergic cells. In primary visual cortex, GABA has been demonstrated to affect the organization of several physiological response properties, such as ON and OFF receptive field subregions (Sillito, 1975; Wolf et al, 1986; Rose and Blakemore, 1974), direction selective responses (Rose and Blakemore, 1974; Sillito, 1977, 1984; Wolf et al, 1986), ocular dominance (Sillito et al, 1980b; Sillito, 1984), and orientation selectivity (Pettigrew and Daniels, 1973; Rose and Blakemore, 1974; Sillito 1975, 1984; Tsumoto et al, 1979; Wolf et al, 1986). Though it is perhaps possible to explain the GABAergic effects on receptive field organization and direction selectivity with a simple and plausible cortical circuit (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Reid et al, 1987), GABAergic effects on orientation selectivity have been far more difficult to explain. The experiments of Sillito (1975, 1979) and of Crook et al (1991) seem to suggest a specific role for GABAergic synapses in providing cross-orientation inhibition to sharpen orientation selectivity in target cells. However, this hypothesis did not explain the observations from intracellular and whole-cell recording that 1) inhibitory potentials impinging on a single cell are centered around the preferred, not cross, orientation (Ferster, 1986) and 2) blocking the inhibitory inputs to a single cell does not change its orientation selectivity (Nelson et al, 1993). It may be that the inhibitory network provides a fine degree of orientation tuning by effectively raising the threshold to firing for orientations slightly different from the preferred, or perhaps tuning is controlled by some
other mechanism altogether, and inhibition merely serves a more general purpose of
preventing runaway excitatory feedback in cortex (see Somers et al, 1995).

The above history has been mainly concerned with issues of strength of tuning.
Manipulations which change the preferred orientation of cortical cells have been much less
commonly observed. In fact, recent optical recording studies have demonstrated,
remarkably, that the orientation preference of a local region is maintained despite severely
disruptive manipulations, such as monocular deprivation (Kim and Bonhoeffer, 1994) and
focal retinal lesions (Das and Gilbert, 1995). Single unit studies have suggested that
orientation preference may possibly be altered over a long term by stimulus pairing
paradigms which may cause long-term potentiation phenomena (Frégnac et al, 1992) or
over a short term by presenting bars of non-optimal orientation in the surround (Gilbert
and Wiesel, 1990, but see also chapter 2), but the evidence to date suggests orientation
maps remain globally stable after an early developmental period. Our result is the first
demonstration that the adult map of orientation preference obtained by optical imaging can
be changed. We demonstrate that focal application of bicuculline, a GABA antagonist,
increases the cortical representation of iso-orientations regions relative to the injection
site, and that GABA and muscimol cause an increase in orientations orthogonal to that of
the injection site. Rather than interpreting this result as evidence in favor of cross-
orientation inhibition, we discuss how it may be a natural outcome of the role of inhibition
in limiting the spread of cortical firing.
METHODS

The methods used are identical to those of chapter 2, with the following exceptions.

Craniotomy was centered over area 18, Horsley-Clark A2-3. Area 18 was identifiable by a strong response to gratings of spatial frequency 0.125 cyc/deg and temporal frequency 1.5 cyc/sec, and a weak response to gratings of spatial frequency 0.375 cyc/deg and temporal frequency 0.75 cyc/sec. (Area 17 has the opposite characteristics.)

Stimuli consisted of full-field gratings, presented in 8 orientations (16 directions) spanning 360°. Opposite directions of motion were summed.

A micropipette containing either GABA (γ-aminobutyric acid, 1M in 0.9% saline, pH 3.0, Sigma), muscimol (30 mM in 0.9% saline, pH 3-4, Sigma) or bicuculline (bicuculline methiodide, 20 mM in 0.9% saline, pH 3.0, Sigma) was placed at a shallow angle just beneath the cortical surface in the center of the field of view. Its position was marked by noting the location of the deflection of the cortical surface relative to the cortical vasculature using the signal from the imaging camera. 3% agar was used to cover the cortical surface, and was left in place for the duration of the experiment. The camera output was continuously monitored during data collection. A wick was used to prevent fluid accumulation on the surface of the agar from changing the focal plane of the camera. The focal plane was checked after every hour of data collection, and adjusted if necessary.
to lie between 300-500μm below the cortical surface. Signal was summed for 2-3 hours to obtain maps before, during and after drug iontophoresis (BH2 iontophoresis system, Medical Instruments Corp.). A retaining current of -10 mA (all drugs are positive ions at the pHs used) was used for initial and recovery maps, and between, a maximum current of +93 nA was used continuously. At least 30 minutes were allowed prior to collecting the recovery map. Each session lasted 6-12 hours. Multiple drugs were never used in the same animal.
RESULTS

*Bicuculline causes increase in visually driven activity*

We obtained similar results from focal injections of bicuculline during optical imaging experiments in 2 animals. Fig. 1 shows a complete set of single-condition maps before, during and after injection. Bicuculline causes an orientation-specific increase in the magnitude and area of activation for two of the eight orientations tested (67.5° and 90°), and no appreciable change at the other six orientations. We measured the magnitude of activity within a circle of 500μm radius from the injection site by comparing the summed activity in iso (45°, 67.5°, 90° and 112.5°) and cross orientations (0°, 22.5°, 135° and 157.5°). The results, shown in table 1, suggest that an increase in signal magnitude is present, though the increase is not unusually large.
Table 1: Magnitude of signal ± pixel standard deviation for a region 500µm around bicuculline iontophoresis. Each value is calculated from the summed activity of four single-condition maps (units are arbitrary). Smaller numbers indicate greater activity. Between initial, bicuculline and recovery conditions, the signal magnitude varies more from extraneous causes than from bicuculline application. The difference in activity between iso and ortho orientations is largest in the case of bicuculline, though not unusually so.

**Bicuculline causes a shift in orientation preference**

The increase in size of the orientation domain at the site of bicuculline iontophoresis can also be seen in the map of orientation preference. Fig. 2 shows the orientation preference maps calculated as the angle of the vector sum at each point from the data shown in fig. 1. The two orientations that show the most change in fig. 1 are coded in orange and yellow on fig. 2. During bicuculline iontophoresis, a large region of cortex, up to 1.5 mm from the pipette, shifts orientation preference towards the initial value at the injection site. Furthermore, the magnitude of the shift is related to the initial orientation of the region,
and not to distance away from the pipette. The structure of the orientation map is also
altered, with several singularities having disappeared, and with some orientation domains
(defined at 22.5° intervals) no longer bordering two singularity points, as is always the
case in a normal map. The normal map is recovered fully within 30 minutes of cessation
of iontophoresis. Fig. 3 shows a graph of the shift in orientation preference in the affected
region as a function of the initial orientation preference. Angles orthogonal to the pipette
region orientation preference shift in a reversible manner by nearly 90°. The magnitude of
orientation shift is directly proportional to the difference between initial orientation
preference and orientation preference under the pipette. Since these data are obtained by
vector summation, it is possible that the effect seen in fig. 2 is a result of increased
responsiveness to the orientation preference under the pipette without an increase in
response to intermediate orientations; that is, it is possible that the orientation tuning curve
of cells with an initially orthogonal orientation preference to the pipette region become
peaked at both iso- and orthogonal orientations without necessarily responding to
intermediate orientations.

GABA and muscimol cause reverse effects

In order to say that the shift in orientation preference is a specific effect of modifying
inhibitory inputs, we should be able to see the reverse effect when GABA agonists are
applied. Similar effects of GABA were seen in two animals. Fig. 4 shows the result of
GABA iontophoresis on the orientation preference map. In this case, orientation
preference at the pipette site was 22.5° (red). Unlike in the case of bicuculline, the basic
structure of the orientation map is unchanged; orientation singularities occur with the same frequency, and most domains still border two or more singularity points. Shifts in the area and borders of domains, however, can be seen in fig. 4 up to 1.5 mm away from the injection site. The normal map recovers fully 30 minutes after cessation of iontophoresis. In figure 5, the change in preferred orientation for pixels within the affected region is plotted as a function of the pixel’s orientation preference in the initial condition, as in figure 3. An inverse effect is seen, with regions iso-orientation to the pipette (including the region under the pipette itself) shifting preferred orientation nearly 50°, and regions of orthogonal preference virtually unaffected. The difference in pixel orientation preference between initial and recovery maps is plotted as a control. It is not practical to use GABA solutions of greater than 1M concentration, and increasing iontophoresic current risks tissue injury and non-specific current effects. Therefore, we switched to muscimol, a GABA_A agonist which is effective in lower concentrations.

Figure 6 shows the effect of 30 mM muscimol iontophoresis in a third animal. In this case, the structure of the orientation map is virtually abolished in the affected region. General activity of the cortex is also largely decreased, consistent with muscimol’s suppressive influence on cortical responsiveness, such that the magnitude of the orientation-specific signal, coded as color intensity on figure 6B and D, is very weak.

Figure 7 shows the plot of change in preferred orientation, calculated by the same method as in figures 5 and 3. Although we have succeeded in disrupting the structure of the orientation map, possibly indicating a more complete stimulation of inhibitory response than in the GABA map, the maximum shift in preferred orientation is still only 50°. The
muscimol effect did not recover over a 3 hour period after injection. We conclude that GABA/muscimol iontophoresis does, in fact, show the converse result to bicuculline iontophoresis, in that the orientation map shifts away from the initial orientation of the pipette region. We were, however, unable to achieve as large a shift in preferred orientation as seen with bicuculline. The area of the affected region is similar for all three drugs.
DISCUSSION

Relation to single-unit studies

The most surprising result of this study is the supposed shift in orientation preference that occurs for up to three "hypercolumns" away from the bicuculline injection. It was not foreseen despite numerous studies of bicuculline's effects on single-unit responses. For purposes of comparison, we can divide the literature on single-unit responses into three groups; studies in which bicuculline was applied globally, studies in which neurons were recorded at the site of iontophoresis, and studies in which the recording site was distant from the iontophoresis site.

We cannot predict the degree to which orientation shifts occur during global iontophoresis. It seems unlikely that any drug can be applied perfectly uniformly to the cortical surface (especially when relying on the technique of intravenous administration). Perhaps regional "hot-spots" of greater activity occur with the subsequent changes in orientation preference of surrounding areas, or perhaps bicuculline has a more all-or none effect, and regional changes in activity are exactly balanced. The bicuculline single-unit studies in this category (Pettigrew & Daniels, 1973; Rose & Blakemore, 1974) do not cite evidence of changes in preferred orientation (though Pettigrew shows a cell with a shift in orientation preference for spot but not bar stimuli.)
Neurons at the site of bicuculline iontophoresis retain their orientation selectivity.

Although most single-unit studies in this category are not quantitative about whether some cells shift their orientation preference, the strong implication is that normal orientation preference is retained, despite an increase in visual responsiveness, an increase in tuning width (when measured as width at half-height), and changes in some receptive field properties (Sillito, 1975; Sillito, 1979; Sillito, 1980a). With regard to orientation preference, our data therefore agree with these studies. The observed increase in tuning width, though harder to compare due to the differences between the techniques, is also not inconsistent with our data.

Neuronal responses away from the site of drug application were examined by Crook et al (1991) using a configuration where electrodes were spaced 500μm around the iontophoresis pipette containing GABA. In that study, half of all cortical neurons showed increased tuning widths and new responses to orthogonally oriented stimuli under GABA. Furthermore, 25% of cells were found to change their orientation tuning. Qualitatively, this experiment supports our findings. Of course since GABA is generally inhibitory to cortical activity, we expect a much fewer number of cells to be affected than if bicuculline would have been used. The comparable study of neuronal responses distant to a bicuculline injection has not been so far attempted.
Circuit level explanations for the orientation shift

We will examine four possible explanations for the observed pattern of optical activity. 1) the observations are merely an artifact of the technique, 2) a large part of the signal is generated in dendritic or axonal arborizations, removed from the locus of iontophoresis, 3) the observed shift in orientation preference is a direct result of modifying levels of cross-orientation inhibition 4) the orientation shift is a result of increasing the average number of cells through which information travels.

Point discrimination threshold of imaging technique

Are the observations an artifact of the technique? We do not know quantitatively the exact degree to which the activity-dependent signal we observe correlates with the actual site of activity. Furthermore, the light scattering properties of the cortex limit the point-discrimination capability of the camera system. One could imagine that the strong signal in the region of the bicuculline application was intensely scattered over the surrounding cortex, and therefore falsely localized. There are three reasons to doubt this explanation. 1) Though the bicuculline signal is strong compared to signals from surrounding orientation domains, the strongest signals in the image actually come from larger blood vessels. That well-structured orientation maps can be obtained from very close to such large signal sources indicates that scattering is not a significant source of error. Furthermore, as shown in table 1, the strength of signal for the case illustrated is not significantly outside the range of signal strengths normally encountered. 2) Much smaller structures, such as orientation columns in monkey V1, can be resolved equally well by the
same intrinsic-signal technique (Frostig et al, 1990; Malach et al, 1994) suggesting that
scattering does not limit the resolution of the technique at this level. 3) Though scattering
of the bicuculline-elevated signal could be misinterpreted as an orientation specific
response, the corresponding lack of scattering of the GABA/muscimol-depressed signal
would not lead to an orientation specific response. A different source of error would
therefore have to be postulated to account for the GABA/muscimol result. Although the
horizontal extent of bicuculline-induced signal seems too large to be explained by
scattering, the horizontal range of the effect is of the same order of magnitude as
horizontal connections made by single cells in cortex, arguing in favor of an anatomical
basis for the observed changes.

Possible creation of an epileptic focus

It is well known that substances which decrease inhibitory activity can create foci of
epileptiform activity in cortex (Matsumoto and Ajmone-Marsan, 1964; Prince, 1968;
Dingledine and Gjerstad, 1980; Gutnick et al, 1982). It is possible, in our experiment that
bicuculline iontophoresis creates such a focus, which then propagates to give the observed
result. However, it should be kept in mind that all the activity observed in for example the
single-condition maps of fig. 1 is visually-evoked activity. Baseline subtraction of activity
during a blank stimulus is inherent in the imaging technique (see methods and appendix).
It is unclear if stimulus-evoked epileptiform bursting (see Misgeld et al, 1982) propagates
in a different manner than normal visual signals. Furthermore, a different mechanism
would have to be proposed to explain the converse result obtained with GABA
application, as GABA or muscimol have not been shown to induce epileptic foci.

**Imaging of subthreshold responses**

The second possibility is that only cells (or dendrites?) directly under the pipette are
affected, but that these cells (or dendrites) generate intrinsic signals over the entire extent
of their axonal (or dendritic) arborization. If the projections from a single point in cortex
are labeled, one finds dense connectivity within 200-300μm and patchy connectivity,
preumably to iso-orientation columns (Gilbert, 1992) at larger distances. We have
estimated under other conditions (chapter 2) that 50% to 70% of the intrinsic signal is
generated from subthreshold signals. Although it is possible that the entire observed
signal in the regions outside the normal orientation domain boundary represents a
subthreshold response, it is more likely that it represents a mixture of sub- and
suprathreshold responses.

*Why does the magnitude of the orientation shift differ?*

We observe that the magnitude of the shift in orientation for bicuculline is greater than
that for GABA or muscimol. We will examine three possibilities to account for this
observation. The simplest possibility is that there is a dose-response relationship to the
orientation shift. The higher the concentration of GABA or bicuculline used, the larger
the shift. Unfortunately, it was not possible for us to directly test multiple doses of the
same drug in the same animal due to the time required for signal summation. We were
interested to see whether by increasing the GABA dosage, we could obtain a greater shift away from the preferred orientation, equal in magnitude to the 90° shift observed with bicuculline. Our decision to study the muscimol response was motivated by the desire to test an increased dosage, and the fact that GABA is a) much more easily inactivated than bicuculline or muscimol, being an endogenous substance, and b) close to saturation at the concentration and pH used. However, it should be noted that GABA at 1M is twice the concentration used by Crook et al (1991) in their study of single-unit remote inactivation. Muscimol at 30 mM is even more potent and permanent, yet it did not lead to an increased shift in preferred orientation. At this dosage of muscimol, the cortex did not recover over the time of the imaging experiment. Finally, observed effect for all three drugs extended for approximately 1.5 mm away from the injection. It might be expected if a dose-response relationship existed, that the range of the effect, as well as its magnitude, would have varied. Thus, we favor the view there is not a strong dose-response relationship, and that the three drugs act specifically over a comparable area.

A second possibility is that the magnitude of the orientation shift may relate to other features of the map, such as distance of the injection from singularities, or location within areas of high orientation gradient. Examination of these possibilities is dependent on a better understanding of the relation of these map features to the underlying single-unit responses, and is beyond the scope of this study.
The final possibility to account for the greater orientation shift with bicuculline involves a difference in the effect on second-order cells. An unaffected cell receiving inputs from a GABA-affected cell presumably gets less excitation than normal, whereas an unaffected cell receiving inputs from a bicuculline-affected cell gets more excitation. Because levels of spontaneous activity in visual cortex are normally quite low, more excitation represents a stronger signal than less excitation to a cell that is integrating its responses. (Put differently, it is more unusual for a cell to see a strong response than a lack of a response.) Thus, bicuculline has a stronger effect than GABA because second and higher order cells may still be passing on the change in response. This hypothesis therefore explains the fact that GABA/muscimol do not cause as large an orientation change as bicuculline, and implies that the optical signal contains more than just subthreshold responses.

*Cross-orientation inhibition*

The model of cross-orientation inhibition proposed by Sillito (1984) and Crook et al (1991) requires that the strongest inhibitory influences on a column originate in columns of orthogonal orientation. What, then, is the prediction of this model for the intrinsic signal response? Connectivity from a cortical point is locally diffuse, and patchy at larger distances. A recent experiment which combined optical imaging with labeling of inhibitory neurons (Kisvárday et al., 1994) suggest that inhibitory cells connect locally, in a diffuse manner, to columns of all orientations. When GABA/muscimol is applied at a point, excitatory cells see unusually strong inhibition, which, following the assumption, they must either interpret as cross-orientation, or perhaps as non-specific inhibition. These
excitatory cells would be expected to relay strong signals for iso-orientation stimuli to their long-range targets, which in primary visual cortex are other iso-orientation columns (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989). Thus, the main effect should be increased patchy activity of iso-orientation domains. The converse experiment, bicuculline iontophoresis, should be seen as a reduction in inhibition either to cross or to all orientations at that point. If the hypothesis is that cross-orientation inhibition aids in orientation selectivity, cells at the point of iontophoresis should thus lose some degree of orientation selectivity. Neither of these predictions are seen; GABA/muscimol leads to a decrease in activity in iso-orientation columns, and bicuculline does not prevent strong orientation-specificity. Thus, we must conclude that our experiment is at odds with the model of cross-orientation inhibition.

*Role of inhibition in orientation-selective responses*

We are thus left with the hypothesis that inhibition serves to limit the spread of excitation in cortex (see figure 8). The relevant predictions of this hypothesis is that increasing local inhibition (GABA/muscimol) would serve to restrict iso-orientation signals from traveling laterally in the cortex, and that decreasing local inhibition would cause an overrepresentation of iso-orientation signals in the cortex. Both predictions are in agreement with the observed affects. In fact, there is evidence that inhibition plays this role (for example, see Chagnac-Amitai and Connors, 1989); the novel information of this study is that this role, rather than a more specific one, is of prime importance in determining the contribution of inhibition to orientation selectivity. The true origin of
orientation selectivity is still unknown. It may be that, in the course of its non-specific role, GABA circuitry may mediate a thresholding mechanism, that along with feed-forward excitatory circuitry shapes selectivity (Somers et al, 1995), or it may be that selectivity is hard-wired during development, either in the pattern of LGN inputs themselves, in the circuitry of the cortical inputs, or in feedback loops between cortical layers, other cortical areas, or the thalamus.
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**Figure Legends**

**Fig. 1** 24 single condition maps show the imaged response to eight orientations (one direction only) of full-field gratings shown previous to (left column), during (middle column), and after (right column) iontophoresis of bicuculline. Active regions show darkly. The pipette’s location corresponds to the dark patch seen in 67.5° and 90° orientations at the image center. This patch is greatly expanded during bicuculline iontophoresis, though surrounding patches of other orientations are minimally affected. In order to minimize image artifacts, maps are divided by the summed activity within each condition. Scale bar, 2 mm.

**Fig. 2** Orientation preference maps (A) before, (B) during and (C) after iontophoresis of bicuculline (20 mM) from a pipette at the site marked by the star. A shift in orientation preference occurs such that nearly the entire cortex for a distance of 1.5 mm around the pipette comes to prefer orientations between 67.5° (orange) and 90° (yellow). These maps show the angle of the vector summation at each pixel, binned in 22.5° increments according to the color key shown. Scale bar, 1 mm.

**Fig. 3** The shift in orientation preference is plotted as a function of the initial orientation preference for the region of cortex approximately 1.5 mm around the bicuculline pipette. Values of orientation preference from the vector angle maps shown in figure 2 were subtracted, pixel by pixel, and grouped to the eight values of orientation shown (0°, 22.5°,
45°... 157.5°). The solid line represents the shift in orientation preference between the initial map (fig. 2A) and the bicuculline map (fig. 2B). The dashed line represents the control condition in which the initial map was compared with the recovery map (fig. 2C). Values of Δθ on the X axis represent the difference between the preferred orientation of a given pixel and the preferred orientation of the pipette region; that is, 0° represents a pixel whose orientation preference was equivalent to the injection region (between 67.5° and 90° in this experiment). According to these data, the greatest shifts, 73.2° (at 0°, Δθ=±90°) and 69.2° (at 157.5°, Δθ=67.5°) occur in columns orthogonal to that of the pipette region. Furthermore, the change in preferred angle is directly proportional to Δθ.

Fig. 4 Orientation preference maps (A) before, (B) during and (C) after iontophoresis of GABA (1M) from a pipette at the site marked by the star. In this case, cortex around the pipette shifts its orientation preference away from the initial preference at the pipette region (22.5°, red). Orthogonal orientation columns in the surrounding cortex expand up to 1.5 mm from the injection site. No significant change is seen in iso- or orthogonal columns further away. As in fig. 2, these maps show the angle of the vector summation at each pixel, binned in 22.5° increments according to the color key shown. Scale bar, 1mm.

Fig. 5 The shift in orientation preference caused by GABA is plotted as a function of the initial orientation preference for the region of cortex approximately 1.5 mm around the pipette. Methods as in fig. 2. Values of Δθ on the X axis represent the difference between
the preferred orientation of a given pixel and the preferred orientation of the pipette region (22.5° in this experiment). The dotted line shows the difference between maps pre and post application as a control. The orientation shift for GABA is in the opposite direction from that of bicuculline. Regions iso-orientation to the pipette show the greatest change in orientation. Despite the fact that in this case, the greatest change occurs at the injection site instead of away from the injection site, the magnitude of the shift is less, only 48.6° at maximum. The change in preferred angle at a cortical point is directly proportional to Δθ, and not proportional to distance from the injection.

Fig. 6 Orientation preference maps before (A, B) and during (C, D) infusion of muscimol (30 mM) at the site marked by the cross. Maps A and C are vector angle maps. Maps B and D are identical, except that intensity of color is used to code vector magnitude. One can see the generally depressive effect of muscimol as the dark area surrounding the injection site in map D. Maximum color intensity represents a response three standard deviations above the mean response over the valid region of the map. Responses in D are low enough that image artifacts (masked out for calculations) are clearly seen. Furthermore, as in the case of GABA, a general shift in preferred orientation towards a value of about 120° (greens), orthogonal to that of the pipette location, is visible for a distance of 1.5 mm around the injection site. Scale bar 1mm.

Fig. 7 The shift in orientation preference caused by muscimol (30 mM) is plotted as a function of the initial orientation preference for the region of cortex approximately 1.5 mm
around the pipette. Methods as in fig. 2. Values of Δθ on the X axis represent the
difference between the preferred orientation of a given pixel and the preferred orientation
of the pipette region (45° in this experiment). Again, the magnitude of the change is small
(50.3° maximum at Δθ=0°) relative to that caused by bicuculline. The control curve in this
case is calculated from a region of the initial and muscimol maps 4 mm away from the
injection site, outside the affected region. Muscimol, like GABA, causes a shift away
from the preferred orientation of the pipette region.

Fig. 8 Schematic illustrating the proposed non-specific role of inhibitory circuitry in the
cortex. Long-range fibers connect cells of similar orientation preference, thus an
excitatory signal must traverse several synapses before affecting a cell of cross-orientation.
By decreasing inhibition, signals can travel farther in cortex, increasing the representation
of the orientation where inhibition was decreased in neighboring cells. On the other hand,
when inhibition is increased, cells receive more predominant inputs from other columns,
shifting the orientation bias away from the original. Since a decrease of inhibition leads
generally to more activity, the effect on orientation preference is larger than when
inhibition is increased.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Bicuculline</th>
<th>Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image0_0.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image0_0.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image0_0.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image22.5.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image22.5.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image22.5.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image45.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image45.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image45.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image67.5.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image67.5.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image67.5.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image90.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image90.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image90.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image112.5.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image112.5.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image112.5.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image135.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image135.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image135.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="initial_image157.5.png" alt="Initial Image" /></td>
<td><img src="bicuculline_image157.5.png" alt="Bicuculline Image" /></td>
<td><img src="recovery_image157.5.png" alt="Recovery Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Conclusion: A Physiological Role for Lateral Connectivity in Cortex
It has been suggested that patchy lateral connectivity is a fundamental feature of the organization of all cortical areas (Lund et al, 1993). In primary visual cortex, we are able to relate known physiological properties to the underlying system of lateral connectivity. We propose that the system of lateral connectivity mediates communication that is dynamic and stimulus-specific, but primarily modulatory in nature. Furthermore, since the frequency of patches is remarkably similar across cortical areas, we propose that the distance between cortical patches represents a physical limitation that is relevant in determining the final geometry of cortical maps in the adult (chapter 1).

Long-range lateral connections in primary visual cortex connect domains of iso-orientation preference (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Malach et al, 1993). Furthermore, the range of their connectivity suggests that they connect regions of non-overlapping receptive fields (see LeVay, 1988a), making them prime candidates for mediating effects of the surround, or extra-classical receptive field. Using single-unit recording, we demonstrate that a surround stimulus that by itself causes no suprathreshold responses, can modulate neuronal responses in either an excitatory or an inhibitory manner (chapter 2). Since long-range connectivity has been demonstrated to be excitatory in nature (LeVay, 1988b), this result suggests that surround information can travel either via a long-range connection directly, or indirectly through a local, inhibitory synapse.

Our experiments show that the technique of intrinsic signal imaging is quite sensitive to subthreshold signals. Optical images of responses to localized visual activation
demonstrate that the region of subthreshold effect is 1) very large, extending several millimeters laterally across the cortex, and 2) specific to iso-orientation signals.

A second method of directly observing subthreshold effects is intracellular recording. Using the whole-cell technique in an in vivo preparation allowed us to record directly the effect of surround responses in cortical neurons. Responses to flashed stimuli occur at multiple, discrete latencies. Flashed stimuli in the surround were found to generate quite similar post-synaptic potentials to center flashes, with the important difference that the responses only occurred at the second and later latencies. The exact timing of visual latencies may be contrast dependent, but is not position dependent. Since lateral connections are the likely path by which surround stimuli exert their influence, the lateral connectivity may serve to bind stimuli arising from the same source into a temporally locked response.

It has been proposed in the past that lateral connectivity may also mediate the generation of orientation specific responses through an intracortical inhibitory circuit (see Sillito, 1984). We applied GABA agonists and antagonists, and examined the disruption of the orientation map directly using intrinsic signal imaging (chapter 4). The results argue against a direct role of lateral connectivity in generating orientation selectivity, and suggest a general, non-specific role for inhibitory circuitry in containing cortical excitation.
In conclusion lateral connectivity in primary visual cortex mediates orientation-specific surround responses that are primarily modulatory (subthreshold) in nature. Surround effects can be directly excitatory, or inhibitory through a local interneuron. Neither lateral connectivity nor the inhibitory circuitry by itself is responsible for generating orientation selectivity, rather both systems serve to control the spread of information through the cortex. Finally, the range of lateral connectivity may be an important physical constraint which determines features of the layout of cortical maps, such as spacing of iso-orientation domains in primary visual cortex. This thesis is concerned with visual cortex, an area where the ease of providing complex, patterned input has aided our efforts to understand its function. It is hoped that the application of these results to cortical areas not so easily accessible will help uncover the unifying principles of the brain’s organization.
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Appendix

Standard methods of analysis for optical imaging data
The analysis of imaging data from the visual cortex, whether obtained using intrinsic signal or voltage sensitive dye technique, has been performed using basically the same algorithms by all groups that have published so far. Because some of the mathematics behind these "standard" analysis techniques are somewhat less than obvious, they are detailed here. The hope is that the reader who does not have first-hand experience with these techniques will be able to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses of each of the methods, and thereby be able to judge their appropriateness as the field of optical imaging moves beyond the systems with which it was developed.

Chapters 1, 2 and 4 of this thesis are concerned with the intrinsic signal technique.

Mention of the peculiar difficulties inherent in that technique can be found therein. For a good, though slightly dated, review of the special problems associated with the voltage-sensitive dye technique, consult Grinvald, 1985.

*Single-condition maps*

The most basic data that can be obtained from an imaging system is the raw output of the scanning device. Whether such data is meaningful in its raw form depends on the specifics of the experimental setup. In slice or culture experiments using voltage-sensitive dyes, the magnitude of the signal can often be directly related to the underlying voltage change by relatively simple controls. Appropriate controls become difficult when such dyes are used *in vivo*, and the correlation between the optical signals and underlying activity has yet to be demonstrated, but expectations are that it will be quite strong. Similarly, intrinsic
signals are difficult to correlate with exact levels of activity, and are most useful as measures either of spatial differences, or of differences between two or more stimuli.

Intrinsic-signals, being related to blood-flow and/or volume, are indirectly correlated with activity, though this indirect correlation has proved useful for the last several decades in the techniques of positron emission tomography, 2-deoxyglucose radiolabeling, and functional magnetic resonance imaging. The raw data from an intrinsic-signal experiment already contains some assumptions about the time course of the activity, and the amount of activity present. In the visual system, researchers typically integrate data for several seconds after a stimulus onset, and sum over several stimulus presentations to obtain useful data. Several methodological questions are relevant: Is the researcher collecting data around the time of maximal signal? Does the activity in the optical map really reflect the desired neuronal feature, given that the stimulus may last for several seconds? Is there interaction between successive stimuli? These questions can be answered by appropriate controls.

In intrinsic signal experiments, the most useful, unadulterated form of the data is a map of stimulus-driven activity. Such a map must be obtained by mathematically subtracting or dividing, pixel-by-pixel, the image of the stimulus-driven activity, appropriately integrated and summed, by the image of the static brain, not being driven by a stimulus, summed in the same manner. This condition may be one of no stimulation if neurons are being driven electrically, or of background stimulation, as when an animal views a neutral gray screen.
In some systems, the procedure of subtracting a reference condition is accomplished before the data is digitized, in order that the data can be passed in real time through an A/D converter.\textsuperscript{1}

One subjective feature in the display of single condition maps is inherent in the choice of color scales. Usually, a linear gray scale is fit to the values $\pm3$ standard deviations around the mean of the image. Closer clipping results in large areas of the image being saturated white or black, and loss of detail in those regions. If single condition maps are to be compared with each other, the clip range, instead of being based on the standard deviation of the image, must be set to equal values for all the images being compared. Finally, since the gray scale is used for the purpose of display, it is desirable that the gray scale look linear on the final output. Often, substantial gamma-correction to a mathematically linear color table is needed to achieve a visual linearity.

\textit{Differential maps}

Differential maps, calculated by mathematically dividing, pixel by pixel, two single condition maps, representing activity from two discrete stimuli. The differential map,

\begin{equation}
\text{stimulus} - \text{reference} \quad \text{as} \quad \frac{\text{blank} - \text{reference}}{\text{blank} - \text{reference}}.
\end{equation}

\textsuperscript{1}This technique should be obsolete in a few years, as 12 to 16 bit A/D converters fast enough to handle real-time video become available. By subtracting the "blank" or "reference" image prior to digitization, the intrinsic signal, which is at maximum 1/1000 part of the reflected light, can be seen with only 8-bit digitization, whereas the original signal would require an absolute minimum of 10 bits. This technique is used by Optical Imaging's Imager 2001 and the Fuji Deltaron systems. In such systems, the raw data is already a reference-subtracted image. Dividing the reference-subtracted data by an equivalent reference-subtracted reference image (using two separate presentations of the reference image!) can improve the signal by correcting fluctuations that occur prior to digitization. A minimum stimulus configuration becomes, therefore "stimulus", "reference", and "blank", with the single-condition map being computed as $\frac{\text{stimulus} - \text{reference}}{\text{blank} - \text{reference}}$.\"
colored in gray-scale, will be dark where one stimulus is more effective, and light where the opposite stimulus is more effective. It can be used to show spatial segregation of responses, or for comparing response amplitudes. The rules on displaying single-condition images discussed above also apply to differential images, with the exception that it may be fairer to use a mean value of 1.0 to calculate the clip range, rather than the actual image mean. (A mean value of 1.0 would indicate equal activity in both input maps.)

*Angle maps*

An angle map is calculated usually from eight, but sometimes from four or sixteen single condition maps to stimuli of differing orientations. For the activation of orientation domains, six to eight equally spaced orientations are enough such that any particular region of cortex responds well to at least one of the stimuli. With fewer than four stimuli, the angle map begins to show gross errors, whereas with more than sixteen, the time to run the experiment becomes prohibitive.

Most commonly shown is the vector-angle map. For purposes of explanation, we will assume eight stimulus orientations are being tested, though the procedure is the same for a greater or fewer number of maps. Each pixel of the single-condition maps is treated as a vector, whose magnitude is the strength of the signal (value of the pixel) and whose angle is the angle of the stimulus orientation used to generate the map. For every pixel position in the output map, there are thus eight vectors corresponding to the same pixel position in the input maps. These eight vectors are summed using the coordinate system shown in
fig. A1. Since an orientation of 0° is equivalent to an orientation of 180°, they are made equivalent in the vector sum as well. Vectors with angles 90° apart work to cancel each other. This is the arrangement shown in fig. A1. If it is desired instead to map direction preference, angles are arranged normally, such that 0° and 360° are equivalent, and angles 180° apart cancel each other. From the resultant vector, two maps can be generated, the “angle” map, in which each pixel bears the value of the resultant vector’s angle, and the “magnitude” map, in which each pixel bears the length of the resultant vector. The angle map is a form of data interpolation, as it contains a continuous range of angles despite the fact that only a finite number of stimulus angles were tested. It would be wrong to assume from the imaging data alone that the interpolation is necessarily valid.

Angle maps are color-coded either in a continuous range of colors, or in a discrete color “rainbow”. Continuous coloration provides the advantage of best showing regions of smooth and sharp change in angle, but only if the color map is selected with extreme care, such that the proportions of all colors look equal in the final output. Most output devices, when given a mathematically exact color palette, exaggerate reds and greens and minimize yellows and light blues, thus negating the visual effect. We prefer the discrete color map, where the number of colors used in the map reflects the number of tested orientations. This minimizes the number of arbitrary, interpolated borders in the image. Be warned that in much of the current literature, angle maps are published which the colors greatly outnumber the actual tested orientations. This practice has the effect of exaggerating the interpolated regions and making the map look smoother than is justifiable.
Polar maps

Since a discretely colored angle map contains a relatively small number of bright colors, one can use the level of color saturation to code for the vector magnitude, and thus obtain a "polar" map. Such a map is merely a visual combination of the angle and magnitude maps described above, and is best used to show regions of strongly selective activity, which appear as the most intensely colored. Two words of caution are necessary about "polar" maps. First, dark regions only imply lack of selective signal, they do not imply lack of signal. A region is dark if the vector magnitude is near zero, but this could arise either from all the input vectors being zero, or from all the input vectors being nearly equal. Second, the color mapping in a polar map, like that of a single-condition map, but unlike that of the angle map, relies on a subjective clipping. Full saturation usually equals a value of between 1 and 3 standard deviations above the mean. If magnitudes across multiple polar maps are to be compared visually, it is important that the value of full saturation be equal in all three maps, even though the standard deviations of those maps may be different. Third, the number of basic colors in a polar map must reflect the number of stimuli used. When binning the angle map, it is important that the bins fall equally-spaced around the tested angles. For example, if orientations of $0^\circ$, $45^\circ$, $90^\circ$, and $135^\circ$ are tested, a polar map must have four basic colors representing vector angles from $157.5^\circ$ to $22.5^\circ$, $22.5^\circ$ to $67.5^\circ$, $67.5^\circ$ to $112.5^\circ$, $112.5^\circ$ to $157.5^\circ$, not from $0^\circ$-$45^\circ$, $45^\circ$-$90^\circ$, etc..
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